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SGA OK’s
Finances
For Spring
Week
Jessica H avery
News Editor

The Student Government
Association legislature passed The
College Life Union Board bill pro
posed to fund M ontclair State’s
annual Spring Week, last night
after previously failing three times
due to excessive event costs.
Last week, after the bill failed to
pass for the first time, the executive
board members of C.L.U.B believed
th at they would not be able to hold
Spring Week events, said C.L.U.B
Treasurer Jam ie Dresher.
C.L.U.B President Anthony
Fields said it was unfortunate th at
the bill failed. “Now we have to
go back to the drawing board and
make the budget work.”
The current financial break
down for Spring Week themed, “Get
Your Kicks on Route 46,” totals
$23,560. This estim ate is approxi
mately $34,000 less than the origi
nal fund request, which would have
provided five additional programs,
but were cut in order to decrease
costs.

“C.L.U.B.’s request
is capricious and
unrealistic. The
SGA cannot afford
such...and G.L.U.B.
knows that.”
Jacob V. Hudnut
■SGA President

According to Dresher, a $10,750
barbeque planned for March 29
was a topic of great debate between
her organization and the SGA leg
islators. It was eventually cut from
the organization’s itinerary
“The legislators said th at it
would be too expensive so C.L.U.B
went to Sodexho, MSUs food pro
vider, and found a way to save
$5,000,” Dresher said.
The money saved would have
paid for Sodexho staff to serve food
at the event. However, Dresher
would first have to find student
volunteers willing to serve in their
place.
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Winter Weather Causes Confusion
Glasses Cancelled, Shuttles Stopped and Accidents Occurred
Jessica H avery
News Editor

An accident involving a n MSU
shuttle bus and six cars has been
declared a result of inclement
weather conditions, according to
University Police Sergeant Kieran
B arrett.
The accident, which occurred
at approximately 1:30 p.m on
Tuesday, began when the car lead
ing the downhill traffic stopped
quickly and hit a patch of ice. While
each car on the hill was involved
in a domino effect collision, the car
behind the shuttle bus sustained
the most damage.
Amini Abdo, a non-MSU stu
dent, said he was attem pting to
make a left-hand tu rn when the
number-six shuttle bus stopped and
the car behind his skidded, pushing

his car into the rear bumper of the
bus.
Abdo said he had been on cam
pus to drop his sister, an MSU-student, off for class.
University Police Officer Randy
Padula said th at Abdo opted to
drive his vehicle away from the
scene of the accident despite signifi
cant front-end damage, including
the destruction of one headlight
and the car’s hood.
The third car in the fenderbender, a Jeep Grand Cherokee
driven by Alex Wilson, did not sus
tain more than a few scratches.
Wilson, who is also a non-student,
said he attem pted to avoid the acci
dent but was unsuccessfid.
“I couldn’t stop. I kept sliding
when I tried to swerve,” Wilson
said. “I guess I didn’t do such a good
job.”
B arrett said the shuttle bus sus

tained minimal damage and the
one male student on board the shut
tle bus, who was unharmed, volun
tarily left the bus and the scene
after speaking w ith University
Police.
The shuttle driver refused to
comment.
In reaction to the accident,
tiie University closed the exit and
Grounds departm ent employee
Bobby Hill was positioned at the
intersection of Lots 20 and 21 to
direct traffic through the Quarry.
Additionally, the University
decided to suspend shuttle services
beginning two hours before they
decided to close the campus a t 4
p.m.
Employees of The Village office
posted signs in each apartm ent
complex stating th at classes and
shuttle services were suspended as
of 4 p.m.

“Shuttle buses
should always run a
little after the
University has
closed...”
Sarah Bruce
Senior, Music Education major

D irector of Parking and
Transportation Services Elaine
Cooper said th at shuttle servic
es were tem porarily suspended
because it was determined th at
Clove Road and Normal Avenue
were found to be dangerously slip
pery.
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SGA Election Candidates Announced
Fourteen Students Intend to Run For Executive Board Positions
Jessica H avery
News Editor

Fourteen undergraduate s tu 
dents submitted petitions and state
ments of intent to run for a Student
Government Association executive
board position for the 2005 2006
academic year.
Although the first election date
is not until March 28, interested
candidates were required to submit
a petition signed by 100 undergrad
uate peers, a w ritten statem ent
and a signed copy of the election
rules by 2 p.m. yesterday.
Candidates r u n n in g for the
position of president, vice presi
dent,, treasurer and secretary are
required to be of at least sophomore
status with a 2.5 or higher cumula-,
tive grade point average.
Running for the position of presi
dent is Muslim Student Association
President Waleed Gabr, current
SGA President Pro-Tempore Angelo
Lilia and current SGA Secretary
Abby Gildersleeve.
As president of the student gov
ernment, the elected candidate is
given executive power as the chief
member of the government. He or
she holds office for a term of one
year and must coordinate the per-

formance of duties by the
cabinet members.
G ild ersleev e
said th at her
ex p erien ce
as an SGA
legisla
tor and
involve
ment in
o rg an i
zations
such as
ASSIST,
Players
a n d
WMS C- F M
will allow her
to view the SGA
from a different per
spective.
“I hope to use my knowledge to
build a stronger campus commu
nity and create more opportunities
for students to express themselves
while being an attentive ear to stu
dent needs,” Gildersleeve said.
While Gildersleeve used her SGA
experience to explain her interest,
Gabr said his ability to interact and
work well w ith various groups will
enable him to serve successfully in
the presidential position.
Lilia, another candidate for
president, said he looks forward
to being the ultim ate student body

representative.
“I want to work
closely with all Class
Organizations and
Greek & Social
Fellowship
Life to help
reach their
collab
orative
visions,”
Lilia said.
Candidates
vying for the
vice presi
dent position
will be expected
to preside over
meetings of the leg
islature and serve on the
president’s cabinet, in addition to
many other duties.
Students running for th is
position include Latin American
Student Organization President
Orville Morales, SGA Legislator
Anthony G uttilla and SGA Chief of
Staff Amy Chicken.
Morales, having been involved
in more than six campus organiza
tions, said his experiences helped
him gain the discipline, decision
making skills and friendly person
ality to be an effective leader as
vice president.
With multiple years of SGA

knowledge, G uttilla said he has
become extremely fam iliar with the
inner workings of the government
and hopes to build a strong legisla
ture th at is not only well informed
of how the SGA functions, but also
how all its organizations run.
Chicken, the final vice presi
dent candidate, said she is looking
forward to expanding the Student
Government Association outside
the Student Center, into' the aca
demic departm ents so th at all
undergraduates know the SGA is
there for them.
M att Wilder, a junior and cur
rent SGA treasurer, has decided
not to run for reelection. “I feel
th at I have gained a tremendous
amount of experience, and enjoyed
working with the SGA, but I am
going to pursue my career with
internships and will not be able to
devote the amount of time needed
to fulfill the position successfully,”
he said.
Though Wilder will not be run
ning for reelection, five others have
completed petitions to run for the
job, which requires the elected offi
cial to m aintain responsibility for
dispersing all monies appropriated
by the legislature.
David Kois, Phil Accooèff|ilam
Kotadia, Leider Perez andlïam ie
'•^jg
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The Police
Report:
Police Report Riddled With
Phone Harassment

MSU Campus Calendar

2/22/05 - Philip Osei, 22, of Columbus,
Ohio, was found at Clove Road apart
ments after being put on the University's
persona non grata list. He was charged
with tresspasing and is awaiting a court
date at Little Falls Municipal Court.
2/23/05 - A female resident of Basie Hall
reported that her cell phone was stolen
from her apartment. The case is under
investigation.
2/23/05 - A female resident reported that
her cell phone was being used by an
unknown person after she lost it in the
parking lots. The case is under investiga
tion.
2/23/05 - A female resident of Blanton
Hall reported receiving harassing phone
calls. The case is under investigation.
2/24/05 - A female student reported that
she was harassed by a male student while
on a shuttle bus. The did not want to
press charges against the male at the time
of the report.
2/24/05 - A male student reported that he
had $20 stolen from his book bag in the
men's locker room of Panzer Gym. The
case is under investigation.
2/24/05 - A female resident of Webster
Hall reported that her bedroom window
had been broken by an unknown person.
The case is under investigation.
2/25/05 -.Soo Kang, 22, of Little Falls,
was charged with criminal mischief for
discharging a fire extinguisher in Fenwick
Hall. He is awaiting a court date in Little
Falls Municipal court.
2/25/05 - A female employee of the
University reported receiving annoying
phone messages from an unknown per
son. The case is under an investigation.
2/26/05 - A female resident of Williams
Hall reported that she received several
threatening phone calls. The case is under
investigation.
2/27/05 - Sodexho Food Services reported
that an unknown male walked out of the
diner without paying for his meal. The
case is under investigation.
2/27/05 - A female resident of Blanton
Hall reported that she had received
threatening phone calls from a known
female. No charges are being pressed at
this time.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
' «from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). Ail
calls are strictly confidential.

SGA Notes

THURSDAY 10
MONDAY 14

ISO: Immigrants in the U S.,
SC 419,6 p.m.

Have a safe spring break!

NASO: Movie Night,
SC Commuter Lounge, 7 p.m.

- S G A President report
ed on weekend summit
of S G A in Trenton.
- U A A SO appropriation
passed for a m ulticul
tural event with ISO.

HSA: Night of Love,
SC Ballrooms, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY II

TUESDAY 15

HRLDA General Meeting,
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

- N A S O appropriation
passed for a dance
event.

Up to 30 words — $10.00
Call 973-655-5237
For M ore Information
Advertising Policy
The M ontdarion will not

Have a safe spring break!

print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

RecBoard Meeting, SC Cafe B,
2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Spring Break Begins!

Deadlines

SATURDAY 12

The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontdarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

WEDNESDAY 16

Have a safe spring break!

Have a safe spring break!

Billing
The M ontdarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection.
____________________

SUNDAY 13

Have a safe spring break!

Local News

AD Rates
O n-cam pus
Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page — $32.00
O ff-cam pus
Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page —$80.00
Classifieds

ASSIST Coffeehouse,
SC Ratt, 10 p.m.
2/22/05 - Juan Lopez, 25, of Neptune,
was charged with the assault of a female
resident at the Clove Road apartments.
He is awaiting a court date at Littlfe Falls
Municipal Court.
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CO M PILED B Y JESSICA HAVERY

NEWARK - A Newark man
adm itted yesterday th at he shot
and killed two would-be robbery
victims within 20 minutes of
each other, including a 15-yearold who refused to tu rn over his
bomber jacket.
Wali Williams’ plea to two
counts of felony m urder and
weapons offenses in Superior
Court in Newark was all the
more chilling in th at he admit
ted th at his two victims, Alonzo
Brown, 15, and Shanfidine
Sutton, 22, were killed without
provocation.

Had Williams been convicted
without a guilty plea he could
have faced two consecutive sen
tences; of up to life in prision.
With the plea, the prosecutor
has agreed to recommend he
serve 30 years in prison without
parole.
ESSEX - Two Essex County
men are facing weapons and
drug charges after ramming a
police cruiser in an attem pt to
elude capture, police said yes
terday.
Javier H errera, 23,- and

National News
NEW YORK - Dan Rather
echoed a word he once used
every night to sign off the “CBS
Evening News” -courage- in
ending the program for the
final time after 24 years as one
of America’s best known televi
sion news anchors.
In a brief statem ent at the
end of the broadcast, Rather
paid tribute to September 11
terrorist victims, tsum ani sur
vivors, American m ilitary fami
lies, the oppressed, those in fail
ing health and fellow journal
ists in dangerous places.

NEWARK- A former employee
of a McDonald’s restaurant on
Broadway, along with the boy
friend of another employee, have
been arrested and charged with

armed robbery of the eatery on
Jan. 8, police Sgt. Derek Glenn
said.
Daniel Alfaro, 18, a former
worker, and Wilffedo Suarez,
22, were charged on Wednesday
after being picked up a t their
homes.
Alfaro feces robbery and
conspiracy charges, and Suarez
faces robbery, weapons and con
spiracy charges, Glenn said.
An arrest w arrant has been
signed for Suarez’s girlfriend,
also a former McDonald’s
employee.

COMPILED BY JESSICA HAVERY

Rather gave his final news
cast after enduring a cloud of
criticism about a discredited
report several months ago on
President Bush’s m ilitary ser
vice during the Vietnam war.
SAN DIEGO - A woman died
after a fumigation crew pumped
toxic gas into her condomini
um building to kill termites,
authorities said.
Residents, including 37-yearold Linda Williams, had been
advised to leave. Signs were
posted throughout the build

International News
MANILA, PHILIPPINES Nearly 30 elementary school
children have died after eat
ing fried cassava balls obtained
from a vendor, a local official
said.
Fourteen children died
Wednesday before reaching hos
pitals and 13 died upon arrival,
a spokesperson for Ubay Mayor
Eutiquio Bernales said.
The victimes suffered severe
stomach pain, then vomiting
and diarrhea after eating the
snack during morning recesss.
They were then taken to at least

Manuel Castro, 25, were arested about 11 a.m. Sunday after a
chase th at began in Fanwood.
Fanwood police had stopped
the suspects’ car on Route 22
but the men fled. The car waS
finally boxed in and Herrera,
who was driving, rammed a
police car in an attem pt to
escape, police said.

ing and fumigation crews did
a walk-through to make sure it
was empty, authorities said.
Fumigation workers began
to hear Williams’ screams sev
eral hours later from the threestory building.
GATLINBURG, TN - Park
rangers rescued four hikers
Wednesday who had become
stranded in snow in the Great
Smoky M ountains National
Park.
Matthew Shultz had to be
airlifted to a hospital because

he was showing signs of hypo
thermia. The others, identified
as Ivan Saldarriaga, Brian
Hendrick and Ryan McCall
were able to walk out of the
mountains with rangers after
spending the night huddled in a
three-sided shelter.
The hikers started their trip
Sunday while the weather was
calm with plans to hike the 71
miles of the Appalachian Trail.
The group was not prepared
for Monday’s rainstorm th at
turned to snow, authorities
said.

COMPILED BY JESSICA HA’

four hospitals near the school.
“Some said they took only
two bites because it tasted bitter
and the effects were felt five to
ten minutes later,” Dr. Harold
Gallego of Garcia Memorial
Provinvial Hospital said.

BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Authorities
in Iraq are investigating the
killings of 26 people whose.bodies were found Tuesday in an
Iraqi village near the Syrian
border, all with gunshot wounds
to the forehead.

The 26 bodies were found
Tuesday evening by Iraqi police
in the village of al-Rumana in
western Iraq near the city of
Qaim, part of the restive region
where U.S. forces have cranked
up their hunt for insurgents dur
ing the past few weeks.
According to Iraqi police, the
unidentified victims were wear
ing civilian clothes.

KAMPALA, UGANDA - A 16foot-long crocodile has been
caught alive and transferred

to a sanctuary, officials said
Tuesday.
The giant beast, weighing
about a ton, was captured by
wildlife experts who spent three
nights camping in the brush
before locating their target.
Residents told local media
the crocodile killed 83 people
over the last two decades, mostly
fishermen plying their trade on
Lake Victoria off the shores of
Bugiri district.
There was no way to confirm
the local report, Uganda offi
cials said.

www.themontclariort.org
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These roads are municipal and county
roads, not normally treated by the University,
however due to the circum stances the
Grounds Department was directed to salt
both roads,” Cooper said.
G rounds. employees began salting the
roads near the scene of the accident prior to
the accident’s dean-up.
Hill said th at the salt truck was on its way
and had been delayed in the traffic caused by
the accident.
Cooper said th at shuttle services were
restored after the roads had been prop
erly treated, which was far sooner than the
departm ent had originally expected. Still,
many students were stranded with no form
of transportation and no knowledge of the
incident.
“The community was im mediately
informed, however, e-mail to approximately

“I think it’s messed up
that the University sent
out a message...saying it
wasn’t safe for shuttles
to run...but it was okay
to keep the campus open
until 4 p.m. and force
students to come to
class.”
Anna Einspahr
Senior, justice studies major

CONTINUED FROM R 1

15,000 students does take some time to be
delivered,” Cooper said,
Tuesday night, however, after shuttle services had resumed, many students still had
not received a campus alert about the cancel
lation of campus transportation.
Sarah Bruce, a senior music education
major, said she was told about the cancelled
classes but nothing about the cancellation of
shuttle services.
Bruce waited for a shuttle bus for more
than one hour, spending p art of the hour in
the Red Hawk Diner lobby before being told
to leave by a Diner employee. “They should
have warm places for students to wait,” she
said.
Bruce said she waited two hours to reach
her Village destination. “Shuttle buses should
always run a little after the University has
closed to provide transportation to campus
locations to those in need,” she said.
Another Village resident, senior justice
studies major Anna Einspahr, said th at she
called the weather advisory hotline at 2:15
p.m. and the hotline did not mention a prob
lem with sthuttle services.
“I didn’t see any signs posted, but I did
see a lot of people waiting outside for the
shuttles,” Einspahr said. “I think it’s messed
up th at the University sent out a message
to students saying it wasn’t safe for shuttles
to run in a circle around campus, but it was
okay to keep the campus open until 4 p.m.
and force students to come to class.”
According to B arrett, there were numer
ous accidents on area roadways. University
Police responded, to six accidents in total, two
of which were on campus. The other four acci
dents required police assistance in surround
ing areas, including overturned vehicles on
Route 46.

“Although we are disappointed that numerous
things had to be cut or changed we are thankful
that C.L.U.B. will be able to provide the program.”
Jam ie D resher
C.L.U.B. Treasurer

When asking legislators if they would
be willing to volunteer in place of Sodexho
staff members, Dresher said th at she did not
receive a positive response.
SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut said that
even with the $5,000 cost reduction, the
request would still be unrealistic and that
C.L.U.B should work on its own membership
recruitm ent rather than place the burden of
staffing events on the SGA legislators.
“C.L.U.B’s request is capricious and unre
alistic,” Hudnut said. “The SGA cannot afford
such an appropriation and C.L.U.B knows
that.”
In addition to cancelling the barbeque,
the organization also removed a $7,000 com
edy show, a $5,000 concert and a $2,800
Texas Hold’Em Tournament from their list
of events.
C.L.UB voluntarily dropped their request
for $3,000 to purchase free giveaways such
as bags and T-shirts. Hudnut said th at by
doing this the organization removed their
form of advertising since it is the free items
th at attract people to the events.
Director of Student Activities Fatim a
DeCarvalho said th at the departm ent isn’t
solely about giveaways and th at students

would remember Spring Week for the experi
ence as well as the giveaways.
SGA Legislator Angelo Lilia made a
motion to end the debate about the bill and
the legislature voted to pass the organiza
tion’s appropriation.
Following the SGA meeting, Dresher said
•th at she was very thankful th at there will be
a Spring Week.
“C.L.U.B went into the SGA meeting
really nervous th at the bill wouldn’t pass,”
Dresher said. “Although we are disappointed
th at numerous things were cut or changed
we are thankful th at C.L.U.B will be able to
provide the program.”
After being passed by the legislators, a
bill must be approved by the SGA President
who has the option of approving, vetoing or
objecting to the bill in question.
If Hudnut signs the bill, C.L.U.B will have
permission to spend the money on approved
student programming. If a bill is vetoed, it
will be sent back to legislature and can only
pass if overridden by a three-fourths vote.
Objecting to the bill sends it back to legis
lature into the government’s unfinished busi
ness and is revoted upon with the president’s
objections considered and addressed.

SGA
CONTINUED FROM R 1

Dresher have announced their decision to
run for the position of executive treasurer,
the position with the highest number of
interested candidates.
Accooe, having served as treasurer to The
Montclarion, said he is looking forward to
using his strong m ath skills to manage stu
dent funds responsibly and ensure th at their
fees are used in. ways th at will benefit theni.
“My experience as a legislator and trea
surer to The Montclarion will help me
immensely if I am elected into the position,”
Accooe said. “I will always be open to helping

any person or organization understand how
SGA funds are being used.”
Kois, currently an SGA legislator, said
he wants to m aintain and ensure the fiscal
integrity of the SGA with the highest level of
ethical and professional standards.
Serving as the current ASSIST president,
Kotadia said she knows how organizations
operate while attem pting to provide excel
lent programming with lim ited financial
resources. This knowledge, Kotadia said, is
something th at she wants to share with the
campus community.

Perez said his fam iliarity with campus
organizations and the goals he has for the
SGA make him a perfect candidate for trea
surer.
C.L.U.B. treasurer Jam ie Dresher, the
final executive board candidate, said her
passion for programming and campus com
munity will enable her to serve as a success
ful treasurer.
A good budget, Dresher said, is “one where
the funds are gone at the end and everyone is
smiling.”
Contenders for SGA secretary, which

“I want to work closely
with all Class
organizations and Greek
and Social Fellowship
Life to help their
collaborative visions.”
A ngelo Lilia
Presidential Candidate

VLontclarion N ews
- section
W riters and Assistants
Contact Jess at:
M SUNews@ yaJioo.com
or
973.655.5169 ext. 51 69

requires the elected student to m aintain
all records and files of the government,
are Stephanie Sattleberger, Shawnna Morris
and Jillian Romoniello.
Having served on various SGA commit
tees, Morris said she wants to see students
on the MSU campus express their ideas
and opinions openly and know th at their
Student Government is going to listen and
get results.
Sattleberger said her goal is to reempha
size the SGA to the student body by opening
channels of communication in which the
average student could learn more about the
government.
SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut said that
the election process is an interesting one
and th at he is excited about the number of
students running.
“The number of interested students is a
testam ent to the extent to which we have
been successful in getting the SGA’s name
and presence into the campus,” Hudnut
said.
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For more information about these events, or any other events, please contact Student Activities at ext. 7818
Sponsored by the SG A

Cherilyn M. Sajorda
Managing Editor

eaceful ocean waves swishing back
and forth, sturdy mounds of sand
lightly shift with the gentle breeze,
frozen cocktails, sunshine, relaxation...the
list of wistful vacation getaway experiences
goes on and on.
Yet, while the front of your mind is
dreaming of cruise-ship excursions to the
Caribbean, the back of your mind is fumbling
over spending money, cost of flights, and the
wispy balance in your checking account.
But a great vacation doesn’t always have
to put a dent in your wallet and, in fact, can
be affordable - even for your tightly kept
budget. Dished out below is the skinny on
how to make your dream vacation become a
monetary reality.

P

Cheap Flights
Unless you know the ace-up-your-sleeve
tricks for scoring cheap airline tickets, there
are several tips and tactics the insiders at
agencies, airlines, and online flight-sites can
suggest for finding the best deals. Search
for fares at 12:01 a.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday mornings, which is the prime
time when airlines release the week’s newest
deals, according to dailycandy.com.
Even so, ticket rates can be an elevator
ride gone mad, as rates are known to go up
and down day by day. Not even experts can
get by this, so be sure and investigate sev
eral different sites until you get lucky with a
flight price suited for your budget.
You can also check with airlines’ own
sites (JetBlue, Southwest, Independence)
th at don’t list with consolidators and save
cash by selling tickets directly towards you,
and do a comparison check at sites such as
sidestep.com. Then, call the airline and ask
for a better deal, suggests the site. Agents
can’t talk about lower fares unless you ask
them specifically.
For all domestic flights, book ‘em at least
seven days in advance; 21 days for overseas is
best. Even better, fly on Tuesday, Wednesday
or Thursday - include a Saturday stay on
your trip and your fare could drop another 25
percent, according to orbitz.com.
• Last minute tips - high rollers (hot
shots from big businesses) flying on their
company’s time don’t care about deals. Avoid
their pricey agenda and don’t travel when
they do (Friday and Sunday nights). Fly to
fringe airports and do non-refundable tick
ets, which are generally guaranteed lower
airfare.
Savory Accommodations and Roving Car
Rentals
The best advice for finding cheap places
to stay and bargain car rentals is sim ilar
to finding those lottery-good flight prices.
Research, research, research.
Travel sites such as hotwire.com and

roomsearch.com, which search several sites
at one time for special hotel discounts, are
helpful in finding cheap room rates. Flightsites like expedia.com and orbitz are as well,
offering discounts in room and/or car rental
rates when combined with an airline flight.
Also helpful is the willingness to haggle
for a hotel room or car rental to reduce
the vendor’s rates. Empty rooms or a car
on the lot produces zero revenue, so desk
clerks often have a broad discretion to give
discounts, according to Aurora Asuncion, a
reservation operator for M arriott Hotels.
There are also discounts for countless
affinity groups such as journalists and barassociation members. Sometimes, clerks will
make up a discount to justify a price reduc
tion, so it never hurts to ask. • Last m inute tips - it helps to know the
name of the game: getting good rates on
hotels and car rentals can depend on know
ing the name of the promotion in effect,
according to 80096hotel.com.

Almost all major hotel chains have cheap
bed-and-breakfast promotions with savings of
sometimes 50 to 60 percent. But, 80096hotel
advises to be wary as the name of these pro
motions changes, and if you don’t know the
name, you can’t use it.
Having A Good Time Without Spending A
Dime
Having found your golden-priced flight
and haggled your way to the best room rate
deals in town and still kept a few dollars
banked to spare, the best part of your cheap
trip is being on location.
So, splurge on a meal no more than once a
day, every other day of your trip and use the
rest to soak up the culture, sand grains and
architectural structure bestowed upon you,
in whatever part of the country or world you
decide to venture in.
But don’t think you have to spend a sm all
fortune seeing the sights, exploring theme

parks or inhaling the breathtaking scen
ery. Like everything else mentioned before,
bargain deals and good fortune are in your
hands - as long as you’re looking for it.
Stay away from the huge tourist sites.
Unless you’re itching to see th at same chunk
of stone everyone else is burning to see,
you’re better off venturing to a local spot,
museum, or sandy beach than spending
frivolously on overly-priced souvenirs.
In one way or another, small or large,
every place on earth is different from the
next. Take the time to get to know th at city
or town’s culture, its history, and the best
things about th at place th at make it worth
staying at.
• Last m inute tips - your vacation will be
what you make of it, and it certainly doesn’t
have to be the most lavish and expensive
trip to be the most memorable. Take risks,
call places ahead, plan your route out, save
some money and work to make your day
dream vacation come to life.

Don’t Wait for Friends for Fun
Lacey C Smith
Chief Copy Editor

’ve always wanted to go to Greece," a
friend recently said to me. “And after
watching the Olympics on T.V. this
summer, I want to go more th an ever.” When
I asked her why she didn’t consider planning
a trip for spring break or summer, die told
me th at her friends didn’t want to go.
But th at shouldn’t be reason enough to
stop someone - especially someone in col
lege - from experiencing something new
and quite possiMy life-changing. Why sit
sweating in an overheated Jersey apartm ent
on spring break when you could be chatting
with an English girl in a London pub?
It happens often. Travel is becoming
increasingly easier w ith special cruise and
airfare deals filling email inboxes and an
influx of Internet sources m aking it possible
to find even the most remote attractions in
any city.
On the other hand, it isn’t becoming easier
to find a travel partner. Soma people don’t
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film to travel and others don’t think they
have the time or the money to do so (thoughplanned well, travel can be both cheap and
timely). Why let others hold you back?
If you take a trip by yourself, there is no
waiting around for others to have interest, no
need to compromise on a location th at suits
several individuals’ interests and no juggling
. schedules to find a time th at all can accom
modate.
When you travel alone, every decision is
one th at you make based upon your interests
and schedule. It is an entirety different kind
of experience than going with a partner or
group of friends, and w ith a few tips, it can be
more than ju st convenient, it can be a more
advantageous way to travel.
L Planning A Trip

by yourself, they are often more inclined to
ensure you eqjoy your stay.
If you've never traveled before and even
the idea of planning gives you a little anxi
ety, pick a place where you will feel comfort
able. Traveling is an a rt which requires
practice like any other. If you’ve never left
the country before, consider visiting anoth
er U S . city. San Francisco, Boston and
Charleston are examples of places worth
a visit. While they offer the excitement of
new foods, smells, and sights, the culture is
comparable.
If you do want to leave the country but
don’t have a strong hold on another lan
guage, the west coasts of A ustralia and
Ireland offer beautiful scenery, the high
lands of Scotland much camera-friendly
lakes and castles, and London a thousand
years of European culture.
Other valuable opportunities th at should
not be overlooked are tour groups and cruis
es. They often offer a knowledgeable guide
and make meeting other single travelers'
easier. The most im portant thing to keep in
mind when planning a solo trip is to know
yourself* what you are comfortable with and
your limitations.
If you are an experienced traveler, and
know how to work in a difficult Situation,
then you have mere liberty to go to an
obscure location by yourself a t the last minute. But if you aren’t, know th at experienc
ing another U.S. city, or a taking p art in a
tour group can be equally as enjoyable.

When itinerating your stay, remember
th at you have more flexibility than when
traveling with others. Leave some room to
take last-m inute opportunities if they come.
You may decide th at Prague requires four
days, not the originally scheduled two. If you j
are someone who can handle a change of
plans, or lack thereof, go for it.
Similarly, look into last minute airfare
and cruise deals. A vacation doesn’t always
need to be planned months in advance, and
th e less people, the easier it is to jum p on
these deals. W ebsiteslikeskyauctHjns.com
offer leftover seats th at are often signifi
cantly cheaper.
When looking for a place to stay, look
for youth hostels which offer a friendly, 2. When You’re There
get-io-know-one-another atmosphere, or
small, privately owned B&Bs where you
* Looking around.
can strike up a conversation with the owner
Don’t let paranoia rule your trip, but do
and ask for advice on the best places to
visit and dine. If the owner knows you are
S E E ‘SO LO ’ ON P. 8
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Wintery Weather Brings White Trouble
The Closing of School Due to Snow Storms Gives Students and Administrators Agita
m.

Alicia Feghhi
Sta ff Writer.

et it snow, let it snow, let it snow,
Significant snow accmnulations during the past two months, including the
ice and snow this past Tuesday, caused the
University to have delayed openings, early
dismissals and other complications.
. When the University does shut down, who
makes the decisions to close school due to
inclement weather and under what circumstances? W hat do the students have to say
about file situation?
According to Vice President of Student,
Development and Campus Life K aren
Pennington, she, the Provost, and Senior
Vice President for Administration consult
with one another after they receive extensive
information about the current and expected
conditipns.
“Campus personnel provide information
about the current conditions pf the parking
lots and roadways, while grounds personnel
provide a projection of how long it will take
them to get the campus in a condition for normal business,” says P en n in g to n . “University
Police obtain reports about the conditions of
major highways and community roads,” she
adds.
Based on th at information, Pennington
says they make a recommendation to
President Susan Cole concerning the closing,

“If the roads are covered
and you cun t sgc the
jj
why shOUld you be
affected? You aren’t in
,
_
Charge O I the plowing,
Brooke H ealey
Junior human ecology majpr

: _____________;_________________ |_____

In the event of overnight snow, they assess
the situation around 4:30 a.m. If it is snowing during the day or if a storm may jeopardize night classes, they make a decision
before 2:30 p.m.
Although many students had snow days,
some residents and commuters were frozen
on whether to attend clasp when it was open.
Several commuters plowed their vehicles
through the snow to get to class, while some
residents were snowbound in their dorm, hut
managed to shovel themselves out.
Junior Cynthia Handel, a human ecology major from Cedar Grove, and classmate
junior hum an ecology major Brooke Healey
from Branchburg, resolve whether to travel
from their home to MSG based on the severity of the conditions,
Handel says an inch of snow is enough
for roads to be hazardous, so she does not
go to class because, “I do not like
driving up and down the hills to
school when the roads are slip
pery.”
On the opposite side of the
classroom, Healey says three to
five inches is sufficient for MSU
to close because th at is when the
roads become covered and slip
pery. "When they’re not [closed]...
I get really nervous driving
because I five almost an hour
away,” she says.
Some students, on the other
hand, enjoy it when heavy snow
falls. Freshm an athletic training
major W alter Hunko from Passaic
says school should be closed when
there is a foot of snow. He would
rather melt in class instead of
playing hooky by building a snowLuis Rosario I The Montclarion

Dominique Wilson I The Montclarion

Snow from storm s covered everything and school has closed several tim es this semes
ter due to the unfavorable weather.

man because, “I love driving in the snow.”
W hat happens when it ¿nows but the
University stays open? Should'commuters be
penalized for not going to class when school
is in session? Not to these commuters.
However, Healey states th at some stu
dents take advantage of th a t leniency. She
does not skip class When it is snowing, but
will leave early to for safety reasons.
Even though Handel fives near school, her
mother does not want her driving in awful
weather. “I would rather get penalized for not
going to class than to go in bad weather and
possibly get in an accident,” she says.
But, she says, the University is improving
on its decisions whether to close school when
it’s snowing and applauds MSG for declaring
early dismissal when ah intense storm is
expected.
Hunko agrees th at commuters should not
be marked absent because of harsh traffic
and driving conditions. Residents also have
their share of dilemmas, but have different
excuses.
“Residents shouldn’t have the problems
commuters have when it snows, when it
comes to driving, but they still have to be out

in the disgusting weather and file pathways
at school may be covered or slippery,” says
Handel.
However, both Healey and Hunko dis
agree. “That’s.p a rt of the reason for living
on campus, not having to worry about car
troubles,” says Healey.
Unfortunately, some commuters may have
been ticketed when the parking lots were
snow-covered and feel it is unfair. Healey’s
red ticket on her car’s windshield stood out
against the white snow.
Even though she parked on a yellowhatched fine area, her ticket liquefied as a
result ofher explanation to the Transportation
and Parking Services.
“If the roads are covered and you can’t see
the fines, why should you be affected? You
aren’t in charge of the plowing,” she says.
Healey said: “Parking is already bad and
at certain times of the day the lots are all
full. When you have so many spots taken
away from the snow, where are people sup
posed to put their cars?”
Director of Transportation and Parking
S E E ‘SNOW’ ON P. 7

The Memory Master Shares His Secrets
World Record Holding Card Counter Tells Students How to Expand Their Minds
Rob Gilbert
Department o f HPPERLS

as this happened to you? For as long
as you’ve been going to school, your
teachers and professors have been
giving you homework. They’ve been telling
you what to study, but they’ve never taught
you how to study. Your teachers have been
telling you what to memorize, but they’ve
never taught you how to memorize.
Canadian Dave Farrow is. a “m aster of
memory.” He made the Guiness Book o f
World Records by memorizing 52 decks of
playing cards th at were randomly shuffled
together. That’s a total of 2,704 cards! Here’s
part of an interview I conducted with him
recently:

H

Rob Gilbert: W hat do you think is the one
biggest m istake college students make when
it comes to studying?
Dave Farrow: Probably the biggest mistake

is th at their study time is too long without believe their memory is going to work. They
any breaks. Research shows th at when peo ju st assume they’re going to forget things.
When the test comes, they’re stressed out
ple study for an hour, they remember what
they studied in the first 10 or 15 minutes and because they’re wishing and hoping some
thing happens, instead of knowing
forget what they studied
for sure. By using memory tech
in the latter 45 minutes.
niques and good study skills, they’ll
Usually the most success
\
reach the point where you know for
ful students aren’t the ones
who are studying more, but
sure.
the ones who are studying
RG: Are some people born with great
more often.
memories and others bom With ter
rible memories?
RG: W hat should you do
when you can’t remember something during DF: No, not at all.
an exam?
DF: Look up! Look up at the ceiling, You can RG: So it all comes down to how you train
use your eyes to access different parts of your your memory?
DF: Yes. And it comes down to learning how
brain.
to use your memory and practicing.
RG: How can students deal with the stress
RG: You memorized 2,704 playing cards to
related to exams?
DF: F irst of all, you have to become more con set a world record. Could you coach someone
fident with your memory. Most people don’t else to do this?

DF: Yes, but it would take a tremendous com
mitment on their part.
RG: When you try to break a world record
in memory, how im portant are nutrition and
sleep?
DF: Sleep is essential. Nutrition is really
im portant too. I’m a vegetarian.
RG: Do you take any special vitam ins to help
your memory?
DF: I take a multi-vitamin and ginseng.
RG: Is it a good idea to pull all-nighters?
DF: It’s a bad idea even though I’ve done it
myself on many occasions!

For memorable motivational messages, don’t
forget to call Gilbert’s Success Hotline at
(973) 743-4690. Recorded messages are avail
able 24/7/365. New message every morning
at 7:30 a.m.
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Enhance Your
Skills with a
Master’s in English
from Seton Hall
Seton Hall U niversity offers a H ub and Spoke
Program for th e M aster o f Arts in English. After
com pleting a 12-credit “H ub” o f required courses,
you can choose th e 18-credit “Spoke” th a t m ost
appeals to your career objectives:

LITERATURE SPOKE

WRITING SPOKE

For Careers in
Secondary Education
a n d Ph.D. Preparation

For Careers in
Secondary Education,
W riting a n d Publishing

Studies in Criticism

Approaches to Teaching
Literature

Linguistic History
of English

Composition Theory
& Practice

Literature electives
and seminars

Art & Craft of Writing

Master’s Thesis

Literature electives
and seminars

For m ore inform ation,
co n tact Angela Weisl, Ph.D., D irector o f G raduate Studies,
at w eislang@ shu.edu o r visit th e
W eb at a rtsci.sh u .ed u /en g lish

SETON HALLI

IUNIVERSITY

400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey>07079 • W W W .shu.edu
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Services Elaine Cooper clears the confusion.
“Ticketing of vehicles for the specific offense
of ‘not parked between two white lines’ may
be suspended when lines are not visible
within lots,” she says.
She adds th at ticketing for other offenses
would not be waived. This is because it is
ju st as im portant to ensure th at people only
park on campus who are authorized to do
so; th at they park safely and do not obstruct
roadways and walkways in bad weather, as
well as in good weather.
Cooper sends notices to students’Webmail
accounts regarding campus conditions and
snow removal updates. Students may send
responses about certain areas needing atten
tion.
“As soon as the feedback is received, it is
submitted to the Facilities Service Desk, who
dispatches the work request to the Grounds
crew,” she says. This process diminishes the
completion time of the work th at needs to get
done.
According to Cooper, the feedback that
is received 'from students regarding areas
in need of particular treatm ent varies. The
most challenging for the grounds departm ent
is the resident parking lots because they are
never empty, though the NJ Transit deck is
open and free to residents during the cleanup
process.
Although these commuters have not
been involved in any motor vehicle acci
dents, there have been 11 accidents on MSU
campus grounds this semester, according to
Lieutenant H arry McKenzie.
Four were reported as “h it and run,” while
the rem aining seven mishaps occurred in
various parking lots and roadways. McKenzie
says they were mostly due to driver inatten
tion.
“Some of these accidents were weather-

related and as per statem ents obtained from
these drivers, it was usually snowy or icy
road conditions,” McKenzie says. However,
these incidents were not always the result of
poor plowing because roadways can become
icy during frigid tem peratures in the eve
ning, he says.
To those residents, commuters and profes-

“Ticketing of vehicles for
the specific offense o f‘not
parked between two white
lines’ may be suspended
when lines are not visible
within lots.”
Elain e Cooper
Director of Transportation and Parking Services

sors who do not agree th at the University stay
open when there are significant snow show
ers, Pennington says: “It is the University's
responsibility to the com m u n ity to remain
open and functioning whenever possible.”
Maybe we need to get a w inter weather
expert’s opinion. Punxsutawney Phil, the
famous groundhog, saw his shadow this
year on Groundhog’s Day. Folklore says th at
means w ell have six more weeks of winter.
Evidence of th at prediction is all over cam
pus.
Keep th at in mind. You may not want to
hang up your fleeces ju st yet. Let’s hope th at
the weather rem ains calm for the rest of the
term . Can we really afford to miss th at many
more classes before finals?
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be aware of your surroundings. If yott want
to explore, do so during daylight hours,
Always have a map of the area and study it
before you go. There are few more frustrating
things ató le travelingthan going to look a t a
map while lost and finding you can’t read it.
If you do become lost, and it is often inevitable, don’t hesitate to ask for direction. Look
for police officers or walk into a store and ask
the owner. These people are fam iliar with
tibe area and used to giving directions.
im portant for all travelers, hut especially
to those walking a ro u n d alone, is appearance
- look confident even if you aren’t! You may
not be able to avoid looking like â tourist, but
you can avoid locking like an easy target.
Wear valuables in a money pouch (available in any travel store or online) and if you
are in a place where there aren’t many other
travelers, keep your camera in a bag and not
around your neck. Also, pay attention to the
attire of those around you.
If you are outside the country, a Montclair
State University sw eatshirt, a pair of jeans,
and white socks will set you apart at once
from the crowd. Sometimes something as
simple as putting a scarf around your neck
and wearing black socks can be the difference between ‘obviously American’ and ju st
‘maybe not from around here.’
Many cities also offer all-day tour buses
which have stopping points to get offand look
around. The pick-up tim es are often in halfhour intervals, giving you access to major
highlights while a t your own speed.
• Dining.
W hether it comes from elementary school
social structures or elsewhere, many people
have complexes about eating alone. But
when visiting a new place, an im portant and
many individuals’ favorite - part of the experience is the food.
g
Ifa formal dinner byyonrsenis too much

to bear, try cafés in the afternoon. For dinner, shop around a t local m arkets and make
yourself a special dinner. Find a te a l wine,
cheese or dessert and treat yourself,
> Going out,
You learn about a city’s past during the
day - in cathedrals and museiims and p arte
but to fully understand the people, you m ust
experience the nightlife,
As a lone traveler, is it safe to go out?
With a few precautions, yes. Stick to the wellpopulated areas, and always know how to get
back to your accommodation. It’s advisable to
go within close walking distance, but if you
can’t, know where to find a cab. If you opt
fo rap u b o r clubhand even if you meet people
w ith whom to drink, stick to one or two.
3. Avoiding The “All-By-Myself” Blues
* Buy a phone card. Know where the pay
phones are, and call to check in with loved
ones. However, don’t spend hours on it. It will
only m ate you wish you were with them,
• Think about the people who are at home
and make memories to share. Journal your
days and note stories to te ll
• Buy souvenirs! Pick up little things th at
remind you of others. Purchase postcards
and fill them out while you eat lunch.
• The best way to avoid feeling lonely is to do
what you went to do: look around a t the architecture; visit the museums, go to a concert or
an opera, go shopping, order the crêpes or the
gumbo, and take pictures.
Remember th at taking a vacation alone
means stealing tim e apart from the business
of everyone else. It is an excuse to build confidence and explore your own interests. You.
will go back home w ith a bettes* understanding of travel, culture, and yourself Want to go
to Paris? Greece? Don’t w ait for your friend.
Go.
\

Monogomy Can Be a Tall Order to Fill
Brewing Gender Roles: Sexual Freedom for Women, Tall Women for Short Men
Dear G.M.,
I've recently started sleeping with this guy.
He's great, and I really enjoy spending time
with him, but I really don't want to commit
to him exclusively because I'm sleeping with
other men as well. I think he thinks what's
going on between us is more than just sex.
I don't want to hurt his feelings. What do
you think I should do?

th at you are sleeping with, I would imagine
the best policy is to be honest with him.
Tell him th at you can’t commit to him right
now.
You might want to explain th at you are
seeing other people, and while you think
he is great, you ju st aren’t ready to be in a
monogamous relationship at this point in
your life. I wouldn’t suggest being so blunt
th at you tell him th at your relationship with
him is purely based on sex.
Imagine if you had feelings for someone
and they flat out told you th at they were just
using you for your body. This is how some
men have received their reputation of being
dogs and I don’t think th at you want to put
yourself in th at same category.
Let’s face it! If this guy is really into
you, he’s not going to want you sleeping
with other guys. If you tell him the truth,
you’re going to take the chance of
losing him. He doesn’t want to
O
play second fiddle to your other
£
sexual partners if he’s invest
ing serious emotions into
your relationship.
Be fair to him.
Let him go if it’s really
ju st about sex; but if
you see potential for a
relationship w ith him,
then you might want to
rethink your casual life
style. Is he worth giving up
the excitement for? That’s
your call.

Times are changing, and men are no lon
ger exempt from the perception th at women
have held for years. It used to be th at thought
women were dying for commitment, and men
would have nothing to do with it. But women
and men play the game, and some men actu
ally don’t like the idea of casual sex.
As far as your situation goes, you have
the right to do anything you want with your
own body. After all, it’s 7011/8 and no one
has the right to make any decisions for you
but yourself. Yet, I must implore you to be
cautious. Where casual sex may sound
fun in theory, it
might not be
the safest.
If you
are going
to have sex
withmultiple partners,
then you m ust practice safe
sex. This isn’t something to
treat recklessly. If you’re at a point in
your life where you are very curious and
would rather live with a free spirit, then
no one can condemn you for that, but just
be fair to yourself and your partners, and use Dear G.M.,
caution at all times.
I met this girl at a party, and she's abso
In term s of this one particular gentleman lutely amazing. The only problem is that

Move,

she's pushing 6 feet tali, and I'm only 5'6".
it doesn't seem to bother her that I'm on
the shorter side, but it really freaks me out
that she's as tall as she is. Do you think
111 be able to get past this feeling or is it
something that has the potential of getting
in the way?

This is extraordinarily rare since most
women top out a t 5’6”, but it’s certainly an
issue th at comes up for both men and women.
It’s amazing how the media and the status
quo has generated an entire society of people
who refuse to breech the code of “normalcy,”
if there is such a thing.
Most tend to believe th at the guy should
be taller than the girl, a guy should pay for
dinner, and girls should act polite and appro
priately a t all times.
I can’t begin to tell you how far-fetched
and ridiculous all of those ideas really are.

If they all work for yon, then by all
means keep following the path of
societal norms, but if those ideas
don’t fit your lifestyle, then you cer
tainly aren’t contracted to abide by
the so-called “rules.”
Be bold! Be different! If this girl
is amazing, then you shouldn’t care
if she’s Shaquille O’Neil’s twin sis
ter. If you are going to let something
as trivial as height get in the way of
your happiness, then you probably
don’t deserve someone who’s that
outstanding.
The last time I checked, the hap
piest and most functional couples
weren’t judging each other on physi
cal appearance alone. They were
working in factors of life, personality and
compatibility.
Granted, if this girl’s modelesque stat
ure is something th at m ates her physically
unnattractive to you, then there’s nothing
you can do to change that.
We all have our likes and dislikes, and
we can’t force ourselves to fall in love with
someone if we’re not attracted to them. You
can try, but it ju st may not work.
Bottom line: you’re short, she’s tall.
Pardon the pun but it’s not th at big of a deal.
If you’re both fantastic people, six inches will
seem like nothing in the long ru n if your con
nection with each other is immeasurable.
I'm here to answer your questions. If
you have a dilemma like the ones above,
I'm at your service. Just e-mail me at
MontfeatureQyahoo.com with the title
'Attention G.M Grosso.' I look forward to
hearing from you.

www.themontclarion.org
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Elmer

G

?

”

Join M ontclair resident
Robert Aldridge, associate
professor o f Music at
M ontclair State University
and a 2002 Guggenheim
Foundation Fellow, for an
engaging lecture and
performances by guests,
faculty and students of
Montclair State.

Wednesday, March 2 3 ,2 0 0 5
3 p.m. in the Alexander Kasser Theater
on the Montclair State campus
Be treated to excerpts from Aldridge’s opera about Elmer Gantry,
which will have its world premiere in 2006, and hear more about
his work based on Sinclair Lewis’ book.
“Aldridge’s music sounds like the dawning o f a new day,”

-The Star-Ledger
THIS PRESENTATION IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

m o n t c l a ir ;

STATE
UNIVERSITY
The state of learning in New Jersey.

SHrt£ Sc (Entertainment
Players’ Tempest Is Shaky Shakespeare
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Talented Supporting Actors and Unique Set Rescue Shipwrecked Production
Michael T. Martin
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

T h e T e m p e st
Dir. Michael Finnerty
Starring Players
i t i t i

H KSS

K

ast week, Players, a Class I organiza
tion of the SGA, performed William
Shakespeare’s 1623 play, The
Tempest. Aesthetically, the production was
innovative and attractive. Unfortunately,
with their exception of a few of the cast
members, such positive things cannot be
said for the' actors, most of whom were
unsuccessful in bringing their characters
to life.
The Tempest is the story of Prospero
(Tyler Rubin, freshman business major), the
ruler of an unnamed island off the coast of
Italy. He lives with his daughter Miranda
(Lauren Bruens, junior) and various ser
vants, including the invisible Ariel (Thomas
Lipka, junior BA theatre major) and the
caveman-like Caliban (Artem Yatsunov,

“Unfortunately, the open
set created an acoustic
nightmare, with much of
the sound bouncing off
the walls and ceiling.”

This was the case with him throughout
the entire show. '
As Miranda, Bruens was not engag
ing. Every scene was played the same
way, without much animation or varia
tion in tone.
I was unfamiliar with The Tempest
before seeing it, and after the first
couple scenes, found myself hoping for
something to involve me in the compli
cated story. That came with the colorful
entrance ofTom Lipka as Ariel. Dressed
in blue veils and body paint, he entered,
perched among the audience railing.
His slithering movements and his carefid speech evoked a feeling of distrust.
Yatsunov provided more welcome
relief from the Shakespeare blahs when
the “monster,” who wanted to be treated
like a “man,” crawled out from under
neath the stage. His first few moments
on stage were his most inspired as
he flirted with greatness in his facial

“[Artem] Yatsunov
provided more
welcome relief from the
Shakespeare blahs...
His first few moments
on stage were his most
inspired as he flirted *
with greatness...”
,' j

sophomore BFA theatre major):
Prospero’s usual control over the island
is threatened when a sea crew gets ship
wrecked on the island. Separated from his
crew after the crash, the naïve Ferdinand
(Phijip T. Casale, junior BA theatre major)
expressions and vocal inflections.
falls for Miranda.
Johnson was also exceptional as the
M eanwhile,
Stephano
(Rayvawn
conniving Stephano. With his gruff and
Johnson, freshman BFA theatre major)
blunt manner, he brought refreshing
and Trinculo (Steve Medvidick, freshman
life and humor to his scenes.
BFA theatre major) recruit Caliban and
Also notable was Shaun Halloran,
Ariel to overthrow Prospero. However, Ariel
senior BA theatre major, as the quick
deceives the trio and leads them to a trap.
cou rtesy of Players witted Antonio, a member ofFerdinand’s
Ferdinand is reunited with his crew and
Prospero banishes Stephano, Trinculo and He’s too sexy for this show: As Ariel, Thomas Lipka added color to an often bland Players’ produc crew. He delivered his dialogue with
tion of Shakespeare’s The Tempest.
appropriate bite and had a natural
Caliban, thus stabilizing his majesty over
stage presence.
the island. Then, in a moment of dramatic for the audience to forgive him for what he ence signals their forgiveness by applauding
After intermission, the show recovered
self-reflection, he delivers a monologue asking ad m its to be an immoral reign. The audi to close out the show.
from the painfully long first portion. It began
, Players should be applauded for their cre
with Ferdinand and Miranda’s wedding, as
ative use of its theater space. The
two mariners (Elizabeth Yates, sophomore
set, designed by Edward DeZuzio,
art major, and Victoria Gutierrez, fresh
looked like something from The
man BA major) serenaded the couple with
Muppet Show with its colorful
their heavenly voices. Much of the company
doorways and stringy curtains.
danced around the couple in the whimsical
Unlike in most shows, the set
scene.
was on the floor with the audience
My only complaint is th at Casale was
seated on three sides, allowing for
too subdued as the foreigner caught up in
a variety of character entrances
the dance of the natives. This was one of
and exits, including some raucous
numerous times th at the cast underplayed
excursions through the house isle.
their roles.
It easily accommodated the play’s
The other members of Ferdinand’s crew
action with m inim al set manipula
failed to make the most of their scenes,
tion. The lighting and special pyro
both humor-wise and drama-wise.
technic effects were noteworthy, as
One significant member of the ship’s
well.
crew seemed to be sleepwalking through
Unfortunately, the open set cre
his role.
ated an acoustic nightmare, with
The set looked great, but the acoustics
much of the sound bouncing off the
were awftd (Elizabethan English is dif
walls and ceiling.
ficult enough for audiences to follow when
The most adversely affected role
they can hear the words). Some actors were
was the principle one. Although
outstanding, but most were subpar. It was
Rubin gave a decent effort as the
an uneven production. Overall, Players’
overbearing Prospero, with a solid
The Tempest was a little too ambitious,
stage presence, he didn’t enunciate
and although the play had a happy ending,
as well as he should have and most
cou rtesy of Players
I was just happy th at it ended.
of his dialogue was unintelligible.
Andrew Cicirelli’s Alonzo was just one of the many lifeless characters in Players’ The T em pest
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Discover February’s Overlooked Music
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Front left to right: le ss Klein, Tori Amos, and Ben Lee released new albums in February. Each artist revealed a more personal side of themselves in their respective albums.

Gonca Esendemir
S ta ff Writer

o, you’ve listened to the radio over and
over again. Every station is playing the
same song a t the same time and you’re
going nuts. Well, dive into some new music.
The artists Fve reviewed below probably won’t
be played on Top 40 radio stations day in and
day out. However, they are definitely worth a
listen, by any means. Good music is out there.
You ju st have to know where to find it. If you
love music, then you can appreciate different
kinds of music. Art has no boundaries. In

S

fact, art should break and dissolve boundar
ies, not create them.
I’ve decided to review the following
albums from the.altem ative genre because,
Jet’s face it, songs you hear on the radio
everyday don’t need anymore exposure than
they already receive.
I encourage you to jump in, indulge, and
enjoy. Blur the boundaries. Listen, because
the music might actually be interesting and
the artist might have something intriguing
to say. Don’t listen to music ju st because
everyone else is listening to it.

Tori Amos, the electrifying goddess of
alternative music changed her musical
identity - for the better? Not really, says a
devout fen of Amos from her first album.
Amos has led an interestingly mysteri
ous musical career. Her music has con
fused, inspired, moved and intrigued many

people.
Her ninth studio album (not including her
compilation CD released last year) is not disap
pointing, but it’s not superior to her previous
work. Amos began releasing concept albums
with 2001’s Strange Little Girls.
The Beekeeper is another concept album,
except the concept is long and not very interest
ing.
With 19 tracks on the album to choose
from, hardly any stand out from the others. Of
S E E 'FEB R U A RY' ON P. 1 3

Buy 10, get one free* with your Reader's Choice Card!
Your in ! sc dvei a
n ille g a
Th ere's no excuse not to reap fe e rew ard s. Jo in the Reader's Choice Book Club Today!

beautiful for ail.
With your support, Volunteers
o f America gives hope to people
in need -an d a chance to pursue
their American dream.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
Student Center Building • Phone:(973)655-5460

oliett«

Volunteers o f America has
helped millions o f Americans
rebuild their lives and restore
dignity.'

Find out how you can help,
Cal) (800) 899-0089 or visit
www.VoIuntcersofAmerica.org,

Volunteers
Jfr of America
There are no limits to earing.*
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Radio Kaboul Not Quite in Harmony
Afghan Vocalist Mahwash Dominates Stage while F lutist Tournier Tunes out
Rebecca Shaw
S ta ff Writer

Radio Kaboul
Ustad rorida Mahwash and Friends|

Alexander Kauer Theatf r I
★

★

here’s not much I can say about the
performance ofRadio Kaboul at Kasser
Theater last week, other than I was
incredibly underwhelmed. I can hardly blame
this on the performers themselves. Among
them were such legends in Afghan music as
dotar player Aziz Herawi, harmonium player
and vocalist Khalil Ragheb and of course, the
much lauded vocalist Ustad Farida Mahwash
(recognized as Afghanistan’s premiere female
vocalist). Even the lesser-known tabla player,
Ahsan Ahmad, who served as the MC, was
talented and charming.
Yet, because of immigration issues,
Mahwash’s usual ensemble could not accom
pany her performance, leading to the neces
sary acquisition of a French Indian flute play
er, Henri Toumier. Furthermore, Mahwash
was suffering from a serious cold and was
forced to end the performance considerably
early.
Considering the accolades of the majority
of the performers, I can’t blame the overall
meager performance on ineptitude - I point
my finger to Homeland Security and the all
pervasive rhino-virus th at envelops Northern
Jersey from October to April.
Now, I said I was Underwhelmed, but
not unimpressed. On the contrary, all early
indicators pointed to a breathtaking perfor
mance. The set was sparse, but th at has little
bearing on a show based on pine musicianship, so no points lost there. The traditional
Afghan costumes were truly pleasing and

T

*

courtesy of montclair.edu

An ailing Ustad Mahwash (center) forged ahead with her performance at Kasser Theater despite the absence of her usual ensemble.

the looks of utter ecstatic satisfaction on the
faces of Herwai, Ragheb and Ahmad while
they played a prelude to Mahwash’s entrance
transported me tò a private, lush opium den
in my head. Ironically enough, things spi
raled downwardly with Mahyrash’s entrance.
I'm not an expert on Afghan rqjteic, but I find
it hard to believe that playing out óf rhythm
and atonally is part of any traditional flue
accompaniment. Noting Toumier’s creden-

courtesy of xlibrls.de/ m aglckriver/ek.htm

Ghulam Nejrabbizirbaghal would have kept a steady beat for Ustad Mahwash last week if
he hadn’t been detained in Afghanistan.

cou rtesy of adem .ch/projects/kaboul_pres.htm l

Members of the ensemble Radio Kaboul tried to maintain their unique sound despite the
absence of some of their members.

tials, I also find it hard to believe th at the
gentleman is untalented. I’ll ju st chalk it up
to his being star struck by Ustad Mahwash
(whose title, in fact, means “master” - not a
freely-given honor).
However, the tacit tension between the
musicians regarding Tournier’s playing made
the performance even less enjoyable, though
more humorously palatable.
Sidelong glances and snide grins, between
Herawi and Ragheb and Mahwash’s ensuing
chuckles over the sounds coming from the
flute only left poor Toumier to sheepishly
pour Mahwash some water when her cough
got too violent.
Ustad Mahwash was indeed an imposing
figure on stage, a large woman with severely
Hennaed hair. Despite her illness, her voice
exacted a strange sort of dominance over her
all male ensemble; even a wave of her hand
could pick up the band’s pace, or lull them to
near silence.
It was clear th at each musician felt passionately about what they were doing, and

given under more conducive circumstances
with a less fanatical government and more
voice-friendly weather - the performance
would have been absolutely paramount,
Despite the unimpressive nature of Radio
Kaboul, I was even more disappointed by the
audience turn out.
I counted right before the show started;
there was an utterly depressing number of
perhaps 40 in attendance, and I needn’t mention that I only recognized a very small few of
them as Montclair students,
I invite Montclair student’s should try to
expand their horizons a bit by taking more
advantage of the multimillion dollar theatre
on our campus. Even though the performance
of Radio Kaboul was not great, it was still an
interesting and educational perfomance.
Since this is a University, shouldn’t we
expose ourselves to a culture - in this case
music - beyond what plays on your television?
Stay tuned for future programs at Kasser.
As for Ustad and friends, better luck next
time.

www.themontclarion.org
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Tori Amos’ new album The Beekeeper lacks the traditional thrill
found in her albums.

A w a k e Is T h e M ew S le e p
.

Ben Lee

it’s possible to fell in love with someone
based solely on the sound of their voice, then
Ben Lee is going to gain a great following of
feggfesuijagR ^ t h :jh is new album, Awake is
the N etf Sieep^which he spent an amazing
12 years working on). The former indie-rock,
Australian poster child has grown up and
pifedpced an insightful, sexy and m ea n in g ful
alternative rock album.
Lee’s "SOngwriting skills are refined, most
likely because he has been writing songs
since he was a teenager. It’s not difficult to
gauge th at Lee is one artist who puts a great
deal of meticulous thought and time into
constructing great lyrics. He is telling stories
with the songs on his latest album. In the
song “Begin,” he talks about walking around
in New York City and all the things he’s

hard fans to stomach.
The song titles are even much more
obvious than they have ever been. The
Beekeeper seems like a continuation of
Scarlet’s Walk.
Though it’s not her best work, it still
embodies the musically mysterious spirit

le ss Klein explores a variety of themes on her new album

A beautiful voice, meaningfid lyrics, and strong guitar
harmonies come together to
make Ryko recording artist
Jess Klein’s sophomore album,
Strawberry Lover, a pleasur
able one. Klein’s new album is
well-crafted and surprisingly
enjoyable.
Her voice is delightftdly gen
tle and powerful at the same
time, as seen on the opening
track, “Darkroom.”
The songs range in theme
from the innocence of-child
hood to lost loves and personal
unhappiness in the work
place.
Though most people have
probably never heard of Klein,
her music is definitely inter
esting and meaningful enough

M o v ie Releases

■

■

■

I

“Amos had led an
interestingly mysterious
musical career. Her music
has confused, inspired,
moved and intrigued
many diverse groups of
people.”

Dir. Chris Wedge
Starring EwanMcGregor, Halle Berry,
Robin Williams

fans have been intrigued by for years.
It’s definitely an album any devoted
Amos fan should add to their collection, but
if Amos was looking to acquire any new fans
with this album, it’s not going to happen.
Amos’ world is one of mystery and
intrigue, but only a few can relate.

ÉM1ËP

feeling. While listening, you have
no choice but to stop and take in
everything he’s singing about.
The songa on the album reach
beyond the ||ypical dynamics of
falling in and out love. Though
he’s not sinfing about anything
new, he’s telljpg interesting stories
with his songpFor instance, in the
song “We’re'^pl ittT his Together/
Lee sings a b ^ t the deeper connec
tion people pave to one another,
even while their fives are moving
at lightning fest speed. Many of
the songs onlthis album seem to
be inspired by living in New York
City.
However, Lee’s time spent in
the Big Apple didn’t jade him as
it does most\ people. In fact, it
inspired him« to weave together
great melodies with interesting
words to create what is his lat
est (and possibly greatest) musi
cou rtesy of dallasm usicguide.com
cal masterpiece thus Ben Lee spent twelve years working on his new
far. You can catch album, Awake is the New Sleep.
Lee playing at the
Knitting Factory in New York to acquire a wider fen base.
City on April 19.
Lovers hooks are definitely attentiongrabbing. Her voice shines on the tender and
soulful track, “Shonalee.”
S tr a w b e r r y L o v e r
On the song “Willing to Change,” Klein
mmmrn
sy|0aí3í
★ ★ ★ ★

cou rtesy of jesskieln.com

Strawberry Lover.

course, the album is lyri
cally well-crafted, as all
Tori-albums are.
Amos’ voice is still beau
tiful and distinct.
However, this album is
weak and conventional.
The songs are not bor
ing, but they are not com
pletely enthralling like
her past songs.
The title track “Sleeps
with Butterflies” is a pret
ty song with beautiful lyr
ics th at say: “you say the
word you know I will find
you/or if you need some
time I don’t mind/I don’t
hold on to the tail of your
kite/Tm not like the girls
th at you’ve known/but I
believe Fm worth coming
home to/kiss away night/
this girl only sleeps with
butterflies.’
The songs are warm,
sensitive, and light,
unlike Tori’s earlier
albums, which m ight
make it difficult for die

“...Klein sings a sad love
song that makes you
forget how to breathe.
Her songs get down into
your soul and definitely
rock you in a way that
today’s Top 40 commercial
radio hits cannot.”
sings a sad love song th at makes you forget
how to breathe.
Her songs get down into your soul and
definitely rock you in a way th at today’s Top
40 commercial radio hits cannot. The songs
on Strawberry Lover will stick with you long
after you’ve finished playing them, th at’s a
promise. Jess Klein is currently touring on
the East C oast.

: H ostage
.•. Dir. Florent Emilio Sirl
Starring Bruce Wilis, Jimmy Bennett
A lb u m R eleases
New Age

Secret Garden
Earthsongs
Electro-rock

Kasabian
Kasabian
Concerts & T h e a te r

Thursday 10
The Allman Brothers Band • Beacon Theater
Death From Above 1979 Bowery Ballroom

fr id a y H
Chuck Loeb - The Cutting Room
Roÿa Passes - Au Bar
f%OTfeyals^CB«G,B.* .

Saturday 12
Root - Irving Plaza
Carter, Jordan Knight
Starland Ballroom

'Sunday 13
■ A Separate Peace,
Bullets and Octane - The Continental

Monday 14
7 Seconds - Knitting Factory
Tuesday 15
H om y Cliff - £.8. King's Blues Club
Ashlee Simpson Hammerstein Ballroom
Wednesday 16
Savton Glover - B.B. King's Blues Club
Roy Haynes - Village Vanguard
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Announcing L o ca l 1904 Stud ent S ch o la rsh ip s
AM ERICAN FED ER A TIO N O F T E A C H E R S , LO C A L 1904
M O N TCLAIR ST A T E U N IV ER S IT Y
THE CATHERINE A. BECKER, JAMES P. KEENEN III, JOSEPH T. MOORE,
ANITA E. UHIA, and CONNIE WALLER SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
AWARDS: Six (6) $500 Scholarships in 2005 for MSU Students
APPLICATION DEADLINE: April 7, 2005; Announcement of Winners by 23 May, 2005
These scholarships are named for Catherine A. Becker, who has served as the president of
Local 1904 for twenty-five years, and for the early supporters of the faculty, librarian and
professional staff union: Jam es P. Keenen III, Joseph T. Moore, Anita E. Uhia and Connie
Waller. One of the 6 scholarships will be given in honor of Catherine A. Becker’s sister, Ellen
Kerns Nunn. Following Ellen’s death last spring, Local 1904’s Executive Board decided to
show our esteem for Catherine and her family by designating one of our six scholarships as
the Ellen Kerns Nunn Scholarship. Ellen, an MSU alumna, w as a single working parent. This
specific award is designated for a single parent who is working (full - or part-time) while
pursuing an undergraduate education. If no one applies in this category or if an applicant
for this specific award does not meet the first three criteria listed below, the scholarship Will
revert to the general pool.

ELIGIBILITY

Eligibility is limited to students who:
a. are enrolled full time at Montclair State University at the time the award payment is made;
b. are not on academic or disciplinary suspension or probation;
c. in whole or in part depend on their own work for the economic resources for their enrollment at Montclair State University.

If applying for Ellen Kerns Nunn scholarship students must
d. be working full or part-time and supporting at least one dependent child in their household.

APPLICATION

A complete application consists o f the following:
a. a completed application form and essay prepared by the student; and,
b. letters of recommendation from a combination o f any tw o o f the following employed at Montclair State University: faculty members, professional
staff members, or librarians who are members o f the AFT Local 1904 bargaining unit.
c. For applicants for the Ellen Kems Nunn scholarship. In addition to a and b you will need io submit a notarized statement that you are a working
single parent with at least one dependent child in your household.
Please make sure that you show this form to individuals whom you ask for a reference to insure that they belong to one o f these three groups. MSU
administrators and adjunct faculty cannot be members o f the Local and therefore recommendation letters cannot be accepted from them.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION: Applicants will be evaluated on the basis of:
a. the essay describing the student’s need and the role o f higher education in the student’s life; and
b. the candidate’s two (2) letters of recommendation from AFT Local 1904 bargaining unit members..

APPLICATION DEADLINE: The student application packet (cover sheet and essay, notarized statement if applicable) and the two
(2) letters o f recommendation must.be received no later than 4:00 P.M. Thursday, April 7,2005 by:
Linda Turano, Office Manager
AFT Local 1904 Office
College Hall 314-A
Tel: (973)655-4453

LATE OR INCOMPLETE APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED; Applications
must be printed on paper and signed —no email applications please.
For additional information and printed application packets contact:

Linda Turano, Office Manager

IDr. Barbara H. Chasin, Acting Executive

AFT Local 1904
Montclair State University
College Hall 314A
Montclair, N.J. 07043

VP. Local 1904
(Department o f Sociology
(Montclair State University
jDI 309
Montclair, N.J. 07043

Telephone - (973) 655-4453; FAX 973-655-4479

ITelephone - (973) 655-7224

The application can also be downloaded at www.aftlocall904.org/kmschol.htm
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This week, thé boneheaded operations behind Montclair State
University shuttle services reached their apex of ineptitude; as
they were' faced with emergency conditions and unable to rise to
the challenge.
ÎThe shortcomings ofM Slfs shuttles have been well-documented
foj? years now (or, a t the very least, since The Village apartm ents
opened in the fall of 2003), and so their .inability to deal with
Tuesday’s surprise snowstorm (and subsequent accident) was’to be
expected. However, several glaring mistakes highlight a student ! begun fulfilling a purpose. _
? *>inconsistency and fudê dilvm Piliœ Te<m tnua% plagued' j p '
service th at necessitates immediate help.
¡For one thing, while th e campus was closed down officially shuttle program this yeag- apd. has ditp&ly .-■rffretiid the um > of
at'fo u r o’ clock that afternoon, shuttle services stopped running j the two MSU parking decks, as many students prefer to duke it
around two -o’ clock, alienating resident students a t The Village out over the limited amount of standard parking spaces., MSU
and Wellesley Inn tenants. There are no apologies from teachers at (through N J Transit and thé state of Ke’v? Jersey) Recently added
ith |s point m the semester; especially a t the peak of midterm season, nine new shuttles,-only they have ÿet # fifre n in éifo ^:drfvefs;)fo“
•
-*»*0 - ’■
•: * h*1’
•
raising the stakes for students to brave theroads and gh‘to class. occupy these positions.
Many
of
M
Sl/s
future
ambitions
hinge
on
(heir
ability
to
And. so, when the lifeblood of the campus has. stopped flowing in
thé form o fits basic infrastructure, if should be very d ear to the j provide first-class transportation benevolences for a burgeoning
student population. The construction on Webster Road, paving
administration th at classes cannot continue.
Also, while most students received email notification in regards ! the way for two-way traffic for ju st shuttle buses, is a step in this
to shuttle cancellation, some students did not. And, besides, most direction. However, ibis is a commuter school th at continues to tear
people do not check their email midday. No signs were posted up parking lots in favor of construction projects, and if an overhaul
at shuttle stops or other strategic points around campus, liavmg. of the shuttle system (and staff) is what’s necessary, then students
many waiting in the freezing cold for shuttles th at had no intention have every right to expect the school to do what m ust be done, pro
viding functioning services to thé minions of Montclair State J
of picking them up. Perhaps, had tb£telecfrômé.parking indicator

Laura Federico

^Inconsistency and rude drivers have
plagued the shuttle
'V 'f ”
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The Montdacion is a Class One organization of the
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Trendy Traditions of Little Substance
As Our Society Seeks Inspiration from Pop Culture, Insight and Intelligence Are in Demand
The American self-esteem is atrocious.
One flips though the 250 cable channels now
available and our lavish, rub-it-in-your-face
lifestyle is seen on almost every channel.
People buy things
th at they don’t need to
fill some void in their
life, or simply because
they can. Oprah’s seethrough, self-righteous
gestures do not fill the
void in our lives, mostly
™ _ ,,
1”
because the only people
KISSINGER
th at gain any sort of
COLUMNIST
satisfaction are the 200
or so people in the stu
dio. The 293, 027, 371 other people in this
country get to watch as they flock to liquor
stores to buy another lottery ticket.
At the core of this problem, I think, lies
the entertainm ent industry. That is to say,
they have not caused the problem, but they
have done nothing to fix it. When we look
at channels like MTV and the four major

network’s “game shows” th at are run during
primetime, the picture becomes clearer.
America is not in search of any new
groundbreaking way of thinking or self
empowerment. All we want is a new Idol to
drool over for a few months. As a whole, we
would rather see supermodels try and choke
down cockroaches for a brand new car they
are able to afford anyway.
Or we enjoy watching a “reality” show
th at follows a singer around who ironically,
after her appearance on Saturday Night
Live, proved th at she does not actually sing.
This was perhaps the funniest thing SNL
has aired since Will Ferrell left. And if this
still does not tickle our fancy, it is completely
acceptable to watch second-rate celebrities
showcase their wasteful habits on TV.
The most irksome thing about this whole
state of affairs is not what comes out of the
TV; for all of its pitfalls, it’s a very im portant
tool, and what is shown has remained more
or less unchanged since its inception.
The most alarm ing and upsetting thing

Record companies would rather make
about the entertainm ent industry is what is
coming out of the radio. Music is one of the most warm fuzzy music than encourage chaiige,
powerful and oldest mediums and it is disturb which brings us back to my original mes
ing to see the state th at it is in. It is bewildering sage. Our self-esteem is being coddled
th at no record company is using this to rally the by the entertainm ent industry to keep
us blind. If we don’t know about it, it’s
people of America.
not
there. This sounds like a conspiracy
I believe this stems from the fact th at the
record companies do not want to rock the politi theory, but if the entertainm ent industry
cal boat because they would lose a portion of keeps us in our world of denial, then they
their customers, and musicians are afraid to are able to force-feed whatever they’d like.
I know pop music will always be pop
take chances and say what they really feel
because they fear the public would realize they music, but it should at least have a mes
are all airheads. W hat is even scarier is th at . sage. There are plenty of popular musi
a lot of these “musicians” probably don’t care cians th at had something im portant to
about what’s going on; they only want to see say. The. Beatles spoke out against com
munism and some credit them for helping
their money.
I wait for a neo-Bob Dylan. When his autobi its eventual demise. Dylan spoke out for
ography was released in late 2004, we were hit civil rights and pretty much everything
with a-deluge of little to no information about else th at was wrong with the U.S. at the
this man. He has been proclaimed the “voice of time.
M arvin Gaye’s song, “W hat’s Going
a generation.” Where is our voice? Where is the
voice of the “Me Generation?” Probably stuff-- On,” was a chart-topper and spoke about
ing his or her face with Cheetos and watching
S E E ‘TRENDY’ ON P. 1 6
Jackass on MTV.
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the state of the U.S. for a black man. More
recently, the once-artistic group U2 would
frequently address social problems through
out the world and lead singer Bono continues
to tour the globe, attem pting to bring the
world closer through music.
Our wasteful lifestyle is driving this coun
try to destruction. I think the reason celebri
ties choose not speak out is because they feel
th at their opinion will be laughed at or not be
valid. I cannot disagree.
If I was driving a Hummer and spoke out
for the environment, I would expect to be
laughed at. If I was wearing my $200 Nikes
and showcasing my $1.5 million diamond
Rolex watch as I spoke against child labor
and Africa’s diamond problems what kind of
person would I be? So, w hile! wait for our
musical prophet, HI go see what’s on TV.

Www.themontclarion .org
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W hat a re yo u r plans fa r
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D JG JA C ER N O

MICHIGAN,
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Year: iunior
Major: English
“I’m going to Boston
w itbm y friends,»
should be fun!”

JEN WILENTA
Year: Junior
Major: Business
Management

Sam Kissinger, an English major, is in his first
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Montclarion Mailbag
Dear Editor,
clarifying th at he was not pointing out every column for publication - ju st because it was
In response to Wendy DeStefano’s call to single victim of 9/11 as one of these “Little m eant to be printed in the Opinion section
the MSU community to take a stand against Eichmanns.”
does not mean he should not have checked
Ward Churchill: I have faith th at the MSU
I’m not going to belabor you with all the the accuracy of the information behind bis
community will disregard your emotional information (or misinformation) you presum statements.
impulses. If you sparked interest in them ably have, after all if you’re unsure and want
Unkel’s misconception th at the employees
regarding the Ward Churchill controversy, I to do some research on it, there’s a building were employed directly by MSU does not
tru st th at they will read the essay for them on campus called Sprague Library th at can take away from the point of his article, which
selves, think about it, and formulate then- lead you in the right direction.
is th at the service is unacceptably poor.
own opinions before taking a stand against
As a member of the press, I’m sure you
I have had enough bad expediences with
him.
appreciate the valué of the. first amend the Red Hawk Diner staff to G jfte a whole
• After all, most of the readers of The ment. While exercising your own freedom newspaper’s worth of articles. After reading
Montclarion are Americans, ju st like Ward of speech, however, you hypocritically went Unkel’s article L felt enormously gratified
Churchill, who are free to have, and speak ahead and encouraged advocation of censor th at this issue with the staff made it all the
their opinions. If you are so proud of being ship.
way to The Montclarion and would finally be
an American, then please stand up for our
Sept. 11 was undoubtedly a hurtful day, brought to everyone’s attention.
constitutional rights with ardor by stand and my heart goes out to you if you were close
Undoubtedly it had never been discussed
ing up for Ward Churchill, and anyone else to any of the victims. But impulsively killing before because, as Channer felt about Unkel’s
who is being threatened with persecution for anyone who wears a turban because they article, it would be all too easy for a com
speaking their mind.
look like the perpetrators, or shutting up mentary on the staff situation to come off as
Sept. 11 was a very difficult event for anyone j^ i^ g rillin g to call a spade a spade a personal attack. Nobody is demanding th at
any American to digest, and for us even is exactly the kind of ignorance th at Ward the staff be fired, but is it really so much to
more so as we were so close to Ground Zero. CMachtíl, and many other academics would ask th at they treat their job as profession
Unfortunately, the emotional kick th at 9/11
in the American public, als?
has infused into the American pubhcJgti g g te p u t ill Churchill’s gw». words, you^e. , For^example, José Portorreal, who is listmanifesting itself in g r o s s ly u n J g m H | encouraging people |g ía c tl* a '“f e ^ riuch, ed
waiter on the Red Hawk Diner
antics.
closer to the kmd. of >cJf-graUiic;ttinn
(nasfalways gone above and beyond
The fact th at Ward Churchill may actit- entailed m Paviovian stimulus/response pat jib
tBilpistomer^' experience enjoyable.
ally be removed from his positio^ as professor terns than anything accessible by appeals-to
go to the Red Hawk Diner I
is very significant because it de|tver£. a mes
Please, I begj0f:^|u ^if you dis-j hope to have him as my server.
sage to anybody who dares to think oiilbule of afW I irttti Ward Churchill, go ahead and H F
Urifertiniately, most other members of
what is popularly acceptable - th at they ,ue people law inane ypixsthink he is; but don’t the staff do not even meet a level of satisfac
subject to repercussions for speaking those call upon §8 students, Or any other American, tory job performance, let alone Portorreal’s
thoughts.
w W S ^ r r é Churchil l’s freedom of speech. outstanding attention to the customer. This
The board of regents responsible for
shows th at general statem ents about the
reviewing his tenure should only dismiss j.» a f e th .
||||g æ te n c y of the staff are inaccurate, but
him on grounds th at he broke academic . Sophomore
fflPptoblem still exists.
integrity by plagiarizing, or knowingly giv English major
To quote Channer’s letter, “I do not blame
ing false information, not whether they agree
Unkel for his lack of restraint” in his article.
with him or not. By being an academic,: Dear Editor,
It was unprofessional in nature, but The
he’s entrusted with informing him self and
I would ju st like to comment on the Montclarion chose to publish it, so someone
synthesizing th at information into his own situation involving M att Unkel’s article “Red must have realized the credibility of what
ideas.
Hawk Service Without a Smile” in the Feb. Unkel was saying.
Furthermore, if you even so much as read 24 edition of The Montclarion and Sheldon
I think this is an issue th at is too impor
the essay (which I’m highly skeptical of) you’d D. Channer’s editorial letter in reponse to tan t to be dropped. Perhaps in the future,
know th at he didn’t refer the victims of 9/11 this article, printed the following March 3 an article can be published with the com
as “little Nazis” like you wrongly quoted him, edition.
bination of Unkel’s willingness to address
but rather as “little Eichmanns.”
To give Channer credit, his letter correct- the issue and factual accuracy displayed by
If you went to the trouble of w riting a call ed many factual ertorá overlooked by Unkel, Channer.
to action for MSU students, then I’m going mainly thafr’the employees’ofthe Red Hawk
to assunie that you’ve armed yourself with Diner do not receive their salary from MSU, Kelly Burns
knowledge beyond ju st his essay and read but from Sodexho. I agreg that Unkel should Junior
interviews and responses pertaining to it, have checked hiá'facts before handing in his French major

'I ’m yomtr home to
visit in v friends and
hang out with my cousin who just i ame
back (rum Iraq!”

ED GESUMANIA
Year: Sophomore
Major: Religious
Studies

T in working in
Panzer Gym, oh Ilio
excitement "

MATT WILDER
Year: Junior
Major: Broadcasting

'Relaxing on the b'-ach
while venting mv H
brother and grandparents in Florida.”

AMY CHICKEN
Year: Junior
Major:
Communication/
Theatre Studies
'Spending lime with my family and
sleeping"

STEPHANIE
SATTELBERGER
Year: Sophomore
Major: Philosophy

“I am driving west on
a roadtrip to see how
far I can get in one week.”

C H R IS T IN E

DAHL
Year: Sophomore
Major: History
:“Sleeping.”

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail, f Letters exceeding 500 words will net be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters wHI not be printed unless they include the author's
name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline:
Monday. 1Q:Q0 p,m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to MontOpinion@yahoo.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Question o f the Week opinions are views
expressed by the students o f Montclair State
University, and are not necessarily the views

1 a /Ih e Montclarion.
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ADVERTISEMENT

SGA SCHOLARSHIP FUND AWARD
2.25 G .P.A. FULL & PART TIM E STUDENTS
The SGA Fund, Inc. will subsidize students who are parents up to $40 per week for full time
and $20 per week for part time to send their children to the Child Care Center at Montclair State
University. Awards are to be based on financial need.

w m m të m m
2.5 GPA FULL TIM E ONLY AT LEAST SO PHOM ORE STATUS
This award is in recognition o f Dr. Edward Martin former Dean o f Students at Montclair
State University. The SGA Fund, Inc. will award two scholarships to students who have exhibited
excellence in leadership and service to the campus community.

3.0 ABOVE GPA AT LEAST SO PHOM ORE STATUS
This scholarship is intended for students over the age o f 25 either full or part time who attends
either Weekend College or evening classes and exhibit academic prowess and a desire for learning
to enhance their career or personal goals. Personal statement is required.

3.2 O R ABO V E, GPA AT LEAST SOPOM ORE STATUS
This award is intended for students who have maintained a high standard o f excellence in their
academic endeavors while committing time to either SGA chartered organizations or the campus
community. Awards will be based on the quality o f service & GPA.

SW@MRWIiR
NO GPA REQ UIREM ENT
This award is dedicated to the memory of Eby Ohamadike and intended for a student who has
dedicated time and effort in educating the campus community on cultural diversity and pride in
their particular culture background. In addition, the recipient must have exhibited a desire to bring
different sects o f campus together in celebration of collective heritage. Essay required.

W

E Ü

W

—

3.» GPA FU LL TIM E FRESH M EN ONLY
This award is intended for freshmen only showing campus involvement. A two page
typewritten essay must describe how your first year at Montclair State University has helped you to
grow as an individual.

Applications available at the SGA Office starting
Friday, March 4th.
Applications are due on April 8th.

Œ fje i ï l o n t c l a r t o n

Child Care Wanted
Babysitter needed for Wednesdays
8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. for a 3 1/2 yr. o. boy.
Car necessary. Call 973.509.1910

Immediate Child Care Position Avail
able. In Upper Montclair to assist in
the care o f three children (ages 7, 5,
and 3). Hours are flexible, generally
5-8 p.m., M onday through Friday.
References and transportation are re
quired. If interested, call Emily at (973)
744-4531.

Help Wanted

March

10.2005

Mature, responsible, non-smoking
individual or couple w anted to housesit family home w ith dogs in Montclair.
Call Debbi 973-746-3747.

Have fun making m oney w hile w ork
ing in the wedding industry. W e ae in
im m ediate need of an enthusiastic and
self motivated sales consultant. Earn
hourly eage plus high commissions.
Ages 21 and up. Please contact Frank
Coniglio at 973-837-1700, or email at
Frank@planitwedd.com for immediate
consideration.

I V

F

of

New Jersey

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IVF OF NEW JERSEY IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

For Rent

Summer Day Camp Jobs - northern NJ
area. Dates: 6/28-8/19 Mon-Fri. Gain
teaching experience. Great people
skills job. 201-444-7144. www.ram apocamp.com

Summer Rental - Seaside Heights. 2
bedroom, sleeps 8, second house from
beach. $8,500 for th e season. Memo
rial thru Labor Day. Call 908-309-1387.

M iscellaneous
HELP W ANTED - Waiters/Waitresses.
W estmount Country Club, part-time
w eekend food servers, no experience
necessary, will train. Could make up .
to $14.00 per hour. Aply in person,
W ednesday thru Friday 12:00pm6:00pm, 728 Rifle Camp Road, West Pa
terson, NJ, or call for an appointment,
(973) 256-2700.

Spring Break 2005. Travel w ith STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco] Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for discounts. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel .com

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00

For more information on our egg donor program call

**★ ***■★ ★ ★ ★ *•★ ★ ★ ★ •★ *■*****
********************************

•

(973)470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013

Positions Available Immediately *
for Mad Scientists.
; ★

*********

i

TELEPHONE (9?3)47<M>303

Ma4 Science o f N orth Central New Jersey *
is currently looking for students to work J

FAX (973) 916-0488

1-4 hours a week teaching science classes *
to kids. Excellent pay-including training!! *

P q Y a tt
* Love W orking with children/
♦ H ave foil-time access to a ca r/■:

★
£
★

■♦Have an outgoing personality/

£

if you answered yes to these questions.
give ¡15 a cad at C973) 244-1880

*
★

A special

and set up an interview.

*

ultraviolet camera

★
*★ *★ *•**★ ★ **★ *•****'*;■ ***•*

makes it possible
to see the
underlying skin
damage done by
the sun. And since
1 in 5 Americans
will develop skin
cancer in their
lifetime, what
better reason to
always use
sunscreen, wear
protective
clothing and use
common sense.

beautiful fo r
W ith y o u r support, |
V olunteers o f America gives
hope to people in need—
and a second chance to
pursue their American dream.
V olunteers o f Am erica Is
co m m itted to tu rn in g th e
dream o f h av in g a p lace to
call h o m e in to a reality. W e
offer m any services designed
to fig h t h o m ele ssn e ss,
in clu d in g :
• Transitional and perm anent
housing;
• Jo b tra in in g ; and
• Childcare/child development.

all

Since 1896, Volunteers o f
America has helped millions
o f Americans achieve their
dream s, rebuild their lives,
and restore dignity. Find out
how you can help.
Call (800) 8 9 9 -0 0 8 9
V-lC ‘ , o r visit
www.VolunteerSotAmerica.org,

IM F ’V olunteers ’
W, o f America®
There a re no lim its to paring; ™

Comtcö
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VÌA f*?i

Hf Taurus **
tfA *54/

(April 20 May 20)
Your grades will improve in the following
week« It's hard to eieel in «uch a challenging
field. You will pmw to be a worthy pupil tu
your profeasors.
2 5 -1 5 - 3 3
.
-

i G em in i i
■ 1May 21 - June 20,' ■
Your gcnenni« way-« will grant you am-ss to a
variety of clung!.. Recauae of your good nature,
von will he thought 01 with much respect
4 2 -2 9 -1 2

Huey looked on quizzically as all the
department heads signed off on and
stamped his report.

The Family Monster by Josh Shalek

f W

Honster sWas
th e
of

Il

g e n t le r Side
th e

.Í.

S

ust4

W e

vÆ vër^ 1

fRr^erm m att |

afvfß.

"j

'** Cancer >€
■June 21 .July 21J
Don’t be dependent on friends tagging along
It’s importaiit that you learn to socialize with
others without the help ofyom friend« h< lau.Mthey won't alwavs lie there to saw you

5 9 -2 0 -0 5 '

I | ---

Leo

w o r ld s

scar/ predatori.

tit

'July 22 Au^u-t 21)
Too mudi tune ha« been Bpeni admiring your
crush: vou mu-.t gather the courage to talk
The more time yon wu.l the les« of a chamv
vou’ll have to gel their dlteriLion

01C47*J4'\

•/

•

I Virgo
. (August 22 - September 21)
You will lind yourself accompanied bv some
one who truly understunds you Although
you’ve just mot them you will feel au instant
connection to them.
29 - 16-88

www.joshshalek.com kid_shay<äjoshsnalek.com

You Are Here

By Aaron Warner

Lib ra
ISeptember 22 - October 221
Re thankful for vour family because they have
uitncpsed yum mistake* and have helpedHj
got bark on track While most would
walked away they have ¡.tooil behind you
25 - 18 - 57
" ■

■

<#6Scorpio <€
(October 23 - November 21)
Mnnev bas lieen slipping through your hand»
You have made Mime unwise investments and
mu*t learn to manage it more carefully Put
vour nei dn hefm e your desires.
24 - 26 - 19

í?v Sagittarius #»

Kenny's mom always made hjs lunch.

A College Girl Named Joe

By Aaron Warner

HAVE vou
PUT MUCH
THOUGHT
IHTO THE

I PQH'T KHOW. AFTER i &RAPVATÇ,
1 HOPE TO FF1MÂRRIFZ HAVE TWO
a m w m m ? start m own pv& m ss

FUTURE?

UHPERPEVEU3PEF COUNTRIES.

tm svm

with so m

m m r AtPEiQ

\

XMEAHTUKE
ORTTERINé -PIZZA
OR CHIHESE.

/

(November 22 December 20j
Although you feel distant from your friends
they continue to stand by your side. You
sliouldn't push those people away hut lather
confide in them with your troubles 'Jliey may
have a solution
5 1 -3 7 -2 9

S Capricorn
'.] leoember 21 January 19!
Too uiurh tune is being spi’nL sitting around
and waiting until the la«t minute to complete
assignment«. Unless yuu'ie lookintr to fail you
must change vour ways.
03 - 53 - 44

?h Aquarius
(January 20 ~ February 17)
(»rent things are m store You will inhent
the opportunity to paitinpalc in «omeihing
mg This activity will give you a beitei under
«landing of each other’s goal«
17 - 22 - 40

Pisces s

iFebruary 18 - March 19)
Staving up laic night» studying ha.« taken
it* toll on vou. It’s hard to keep up with yom
classes» Try to organize a belter schedule to
help with your studvmg habits.
5 4 -1 4 -4 4
' ’

<■
*Aries HA

“Hey, you just conjured m e up in your sleep !
I’m your fantasy! I’m slightly pudgy and m y hair
is m ade of G heeto s!”

tteBk*Mfttef»e?a£

(March 20 April 19)
A new love will soon enter your life You will
find yourself tom choosing between them and
thfr ether things you hold m i dearly. This will
actually turn out to be a good thing

___

____
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SPORTS

Top Intramural Teaiyis Upset in Playoffs Men’s S o cce r
Mike Treanor

Team Ready
For New Year

Sta ff Writer

To the surprise of many, the second round
of match-ups featured in the 2005 intram u
ral basketball playoif picture saw a few jug
gernauts get ousted early.
The undefeated and No. 1 seeded Blazers
(who belong to the ACC division of the A
League) were held to their lowest point
total of the season by the upset-minded
Gambinos.
Steve Armstrong, who led the Gambinos
in scoring Sunday night with 14 points, con
nected on a trifecta from the comer with less
them 20 seconds remaining to give his team
the lead for good.
Zak Cook and Pete Pignatolb paced the
Blazers with nine points apiece. Pignatolb
had the chance to tie with little time left, but
his deep three-point attem pt rimmed out.
The Blazers, who seemed to be affected by
their lack of depth, struggled to keep up with
the fast pace of the contest.
Dan Pando, a nightly top performer for
the Blazers, was held to ju st five points.
Bobby Oyausi added to the effectiveness of
his team m ate Armstrong by penetrating
frequently and making the pass at the proper
time. He threw in nine points of his own, all
from beyond the arc.
The Gambinos will face off w ith the
Blouses to determine who plays in the A
League finals. The other semifinal houses
the brute strength of Team ROC led by
Shaun Perrym an and the sharp shooting
of Buckets and their versatile star M att
Mercurio.
The B League also saw its No. 1 seed fall
in the second round. The undefeated AllStars led by the dangerous perim eter duo of
Mustafa Abbassi and Brian Manzano were
left wondering what could’ve been by the
pesky M atrix Crew.
Coming off a thrilling play-in round victo
ry over the MSU Job-Stars, the M atrix Crew
came into their contest with the heavily

m

Shawn Donovan

A

Sta ff Writer

S e ’mona’ Cam per I The Montclarion

The intramural basketball All-Star game was held last Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Panzer Gym.
The top players from each league came together in competition.

favored A ll-Stars brimming with confidence.
After connecting on five three-pointers and
finishing with 20 points in their opening
round win against the MSU-Job Stars, Rob
MacKerchar stepped up once again, throw
ing in a much needed 14 points.
He had help, however, as Jeremy M erritt
continued to dominate the glass as well as
the block inside. He finished with a season
high of 24 points and propelled his team into
the finals, where they will meet the cham
pion th at emerges from the Greek bracket.
Abbassi, an All-Star selection in 2005,
finally had a night where he struggled from
the field and scored 10 points, most of which
came down the stretch of regulation. It was
Manzano who kept his team close with his
quick first step and excellent penetration
ability.
Manzano helped force overtime and fin
ished with 23 points in a losing effort. The
M atrix Crew proved to be too much in over
time, however, feeding off the energy exhib
ited on defense by their captain Waleed Gabr
as they finished off the All-Stars, 62-55.
The Greek bracket seemed to be the only

one th at played out as it should have. The
Bulls fought off a tough Theta Xi team to
earn a 41-34 win and Pike outclassed TKE,
48-20 to coast into the finals. The winner of
the game between these two team s will meet
the M atrix Crew in the B League final.
In addition to the conclusion of intram u
ral basketball, intram ural water polo also
concluded this week. Team Phun proved bet
ter than both Elements and Top of the Hill
to earn the championship in 2005. Led by
a tremendous scoring attack up front as well
as their defensive unit, made up of by their
captains Steve Wehrle and Bryant Edwards,
it seemed a foregone conclusion th at Team
Phun woiild win it all.
W ith the NCAA Tournam ent fast
approaching, it is easy to make comparisons
between the team s remaining in the intra
m ural playoffs and those th at are cutting the
nets down following their conference tourna-.
ment victories.
Can a team like Buckets or the Gambinos
ride their Cinderella wave all the way to the
finals? We’ll soon discover if any team can be
considered an underdog in the 2005 playoffs.

Do the Nets Have a Chance?
Vince Carter (far
left) came to the
Nets earlier thjs
year In hopes of
making them a con
tender for a playoff
spot again. He has
regained his superstar form since com
ing back to the Nets.
Jason Kidd (right)
is still the same top
notch point guard
that he's always
been in the past.
This season the two
have led the Nets
without Richard
Jefferson, and are
currently five games
behind the Celtics
for the Atlantic
Division Title.

Karan Narwal
Sta ff Writer

Many feel th at the Nets don’t have what
it takes to make the playoffs - and many feel
they do. Some think C arter and Jefferson
make a bad duo, while some say it’s a great
pair. Well, Jefferson is out, but regardless of
th at, what are the Nets lacking to get th at
eighth seed or even win the Atlantic? (It can
happen folks).
I decided Fd see the Nets take on the Heat
last Thursday, and boy did they take a tough
loss.
The Nets could’ve won since they kept
with Miami for a long time during the game,
but what’s missing for the Nets is the depth.
This results in slow production in offense and
defense in the fourth quarter.
Clifford Robinson isn’t the answer to that,
but he is a great pickup because the forward/
center spot is somewhat secure with Nenad
Kristie, Jason Collins, Robinson, and Jabari
Smith.
That’s what lost the game since Vince
C arter and Jason Kidd couldn’t do it all. But
let’s not forget, Kidd brings out the best of
players.
Both Ron Mercer and Rodney Buford felt
positive and ju st wanted to win.
“I hope we make the playoffs. I think we
can do it,” said Ron Mercer.
Richard Jefferson pulled out of the arena
in his Bentley, and was asked about his
return and whether it could be in time for the
playoffs.

cou rtesy of Yahoo.com

“I hope so. We’ll see how it goes,” said
Jefferson. Rod Thom stated in many inter
views he sees him coming back in time for
the playoffs.
But, first we have to make the playoffs.
Now I feel it can be done for this team who
is 26-34 and in third place in the Atlantic.
The Knicks and Raptors are competitors,
but haven’t gotten past the Nets for quite
a bit, and N.J. isn’t too far from Philly and
Boston.
The Nets are only five games behind

Boston for the Atlantic title, have 22 games
left in the season and are above .500 when
facing the respective division. This team can
compete with Philly and Boston and has the
team to do it. •
Vince is playing his best after a long time
and Nenad Kristie is emerging as a strong
center for the Nets as a rookie learning from
veteran Robinson. Kidd is playing like his
usual self and is doing everything he can and
feels comfortable with Vince.
S E E ‘N ETS’ ON P. 2 2

As his team ’s off-season training pro
gram approaches, men’s soccer Coach Brian
Sentowski can’t w ait to get back on the field.
“They make us wait too long,” he said with an
im patient grin. “I ju st want to get the season’
started.”
Thé Red Hawks convene M atch 21 to
April 15 for off-season t r a in in g, providing
Sentowski with an opportunity to evaluate
his players’ conditioning and a chance to
“tinker with some things.”
The men’s soccer team plays in the New
Jersey Athletic Conference, “by far the most
competitive conference in the country,” said
Sentowski. Last season alone, the NJAC
produced six nationally ranked team s, and
against this fierce competition, the Red
Hawks posted an impressive 14-4-2 record,
finally succumbing to Rowan University 1-0
in the semi-finals, a contest he referred to as
“a heartbreaking loss.”
\
With a new season on the horizon, the
amicable coach has good reason to be opti
mistic. This year’s team looks to be even
stronger, losing only two seniors to gradua
tion and adding many promising freshmen.
“We have ju st about everybody coming
back,” Sentowski said.
Initially, Sentowski didn’t intend to add
a significant number of recruits, but the
wealth of talent was so rich it couldn’t be
ignored.
“I’ve got 13 commitments,” he remarked
proudly, with new players coming from as
near as local towns, and as for as Austria.
Surprisingly, many of this year’s recruits
were chosen from South Jersey, an area usu
ally mined by Rowan University.
“We've done some good feeding in our
competitor’s backyards,” Sentowski said.
Sentowski has no problem giving the
freshmen significant minutes, if their abili
ties w arrant the opportunity. “Whoever’s
going to help us win games is going to play,”
he saidAmong the many promising recruits is
Defensive Player of the Year Mike Vermes
from Cinnaminson, N.J., a F irst Team allstate recipient. A few of the talented veterans
returning are two-time All American Mike
Hogan and All-Regional players Sean Horan,
Kyle Hughes and Chris Owen.
“We’ll have a nice balance of young; expe
rienced, and veteran players,” Sentowski
said. As for his expectations for the upcoming
season, the coach was very clear, “Our num
ber one goal is to win the NJAC champion
ship.”
An NJAC championship would earn the
men’s soccer team a bid to compete in the
NCAA championship tournam ent, a realistic
possibility given the incoming talent.
For now, however, Sentowski has to be
content with the March camp providing an
oasis on the long road to September, when
the regular season finally begins.

Coach Brian Sentowskil
By The Year

2002:
2003:
2004:
¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ll

Overall

N JA C

12-7-2
16-3-4
14-4-2
42-14-8

3-5-1
5-1-3
5-2-1
13-8-5
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Breaking Down the NCAA Brackets
Rob MacKerchar
Sta ff Writer

For the next month, people in offices
across the country will be crazily scribbling,
highlighting, and frantically watching their
televisions in hopes of winning the big pool.
March Madness is nearly upon us, and
whether you’re a college basketball fan or
not, odds are you’ll be filling out an NCAA
tourney pool. The greatest part about gam
bling on the tournam ent is th at you don’t
need to have any real knowledge of college
basketball.
Everyone knows at least one friend or
workmate who has won the pool by picking
the team mascots they like or their alma
mater.
However, anyone will tell you th at a lot
more goes into the March Madness pools
than meets the eye.
I’m going to give the definitive guide jto
picking your way to the top and understand
ing the method behind this “madness.” j

F irst, what is bracketology? Bracketology
is a real science th at few know about. Far
more goes into the NCAA tournam ent than
most realize.
Well, the NCAA tourney winds up with
65 team s (two of which battle before the first
round ju st to get a 16th seed).
Conference champions from the 32 confer
ences across the country all get a spot, as do
the top ranked team s in the country that
don’t win their conference. The last eight to
10 spots are given to team s “on the bubble.”
That simply means th at there are a num
ber of team s out there vying for a few spots,
and it will come down to Selection Sunday
before we know ju st who makes it and who
goes home.
The experts who pick these bubble team s
look at four main points: strength of schedule
(RPI), wins against ranked team s, overall
record, and record down the stretch.
A team with a tough schedule who plays
well in their last 10 games will likely make
it over a team with an easier schedule or
a team th at started out hot but fizzled in

the end. Right now, the big team s on the
bubble are: Georgetown, Miami Fla., Georgia
Tech, Stanford, Texas, Mississippi State, St.
Mary’s, Iowa State and Memphis.
There are a number of other team s still
battling as well, like VA Tech, Minnesota,
UCLA and West Virginia. Some team s, like
Vermont and George Washington, are all but
a lock; should either team fail to win their
conference or perform well in conference
tourney-play, they might get the boot in favor
of one of the aforementioned teams.
The ACC and Big East are the two best
conferences in the land, so it’s likely th at
Georgetown will get the nod, as well as VA
Tech, Miami Fla. or Georgia Tech. Again,
conference play is key.
As far as awards go, I think th at we will
have to wait for the tournam ent to begin. So
many players out there fly under the radar
because of a lack of television time or a lesser
known conference.
Two years ago, a young man named
Dwayne Wade, who played for a lesser known
M arquette team out of the MAAC, stepped

forward to become one of the best collegiate
players in the nation (and eventually a pretty
good pro, too).
Any one of the Illinois guards could cer
tainly be named player of the year; they
have had a stranglehold on the number one
AP ranking.
J. J. Redick has been hot as of late and if
th at carries over into thé tournam ent, we
may see Redick win player of the year. Wayne
Simien out of Kansas, Sheldon Williams of
Duke, and Sean May of UNC are all big time
post players th at average a double-double;
any one of those three could easily win.
We may also see a sleeper from the
MAAC, Pacific, A-10 or even the America
East win the award. Taylor Coppenrath
of Vermont is averaging 25 PPG with nine
boards and will be the key to the Catamounts
success, so look out for him as well.
As far as filling out your bracket goes,
remember to look at the four main points:
RPI, overall record, wins vs. ranked teams,
and last 10 games. You still have plenty of
time, so do your research.

The Red Hawks Burst out of the Gates
Miguel Alfaro
Assistant Sports Editor

With a burning desire to finish off whpt
the MSU women’s lacrosse team began last
year, the 2005 Lady Red Hawks continued
their championship quest with two season
opening victories.
“The team is off to a great start. We still
need to clean up a few areas of our game,
but overall I’m pleased.- At th is point in the
season, every game is a learning experience
and we’ve done a great job of recognizing
and improving our weaknesses,” said Head
Cfoach Beth Gottung.
The women’s lacrosse team started
the season with a close victory over Drew
Jose Ortiz I The Montciarion
Jose Ortiz I The Montciarion
Jose Ortiz I The Montciarion
University, 10-9, on March 3. The Hawks
The
Red
Hawks
won
their
first
two
games,
including
an
overtime
vietory
over
Drew
University,
and
an
18-7
win
against
Elizabethtown.
led at halftime, 8-5, but could only stand and
watch the Rangers score four consecutive
goals in a span of 18:30 to lead 9-8.
starter Jenn Bogin, who had five saves in
Fortunately, the Lady Red Hawks tied
the opening half. Sophomore attack Brianna
the game on sophomore midfielder Nicole
Gillin added three goals and had an assist
LaRocca’s fifth goal of the game with 1.2
for MSU, while sophomore attacker Shauna
seconds left in regulation.
Brocklebank scored a goal and assisted on
With 50 seconds remaining in the third
two others.
overtime period, MSU was able to overcome
The offense was mediocre as the Lady
the near defeat behind the winning goal of
Hawks only outshot the Rangers 29-28.
freshman midfielder Jennifer Tanis. The Beth Gottung
However, Drew was able to connect on more
goal,'the first in her college career, came MSU W om en's Lacrosse Head Coach
free position shots, 5-9, than MSU, 3-7.
unassisted as she cut towards the net from
The team proved the capabilities of
the right side and beat the Rangers goal
keeper.
S E E ‘LA C R O SSE ’ ON P. 2 2
Sophomore goalkeeper K ristin Kuhmann collected eight saves after replacing junior

B ill

“At this point in the season every game is a learning
experience and we’ve done a great job of recognizing
and improving our weaknesses.”

What’s in Store for the Yankees in '05
Mike Johnson
Sta ff Writer

It seems th at for most Yankee fans this is
a year of “rebuilding,” not the typical strip
down and rebuild like some other team s have
done in past seasons. This year, the focus is
on the pitching staff.
With John Lieber catching a bus for
Philadelphia and Orlando Hernandez taking
more money in Chicago, the Yankees needed
some big names to fill those im portant gaps
in the rotation.
They traded Javier Vasquez for Randy
Johnson and picked up Carl Pavano and
Jaret Wright, two young pitchers with a lot to

offer. Any Yankee fan can simply look back
to the 2001 World Series or the 1995 Playoffs
and all questions about Randy Johnson can
be thrown out the window, but what about
these other two?
Wright was 15-8 in 2004 with less than
one h it per inning. Pavano was 18-8 with a
3.00 ERA and also gave up less than one hit
per inning.
Lieber, Hernandez, and VasqueZ have
combined to win 239 games in their careers
(239-209). Johnson, Pavano, and Wright
have 355 among them (355-231).
ERA’s for the two groups are extremely
sim ilar with the “new three” at 4.12 and
the “old three” at 4.14, but the most striking
totals are the strikeouts.

The “old three” have a total of 3,152
strikeouts in their careers. Randy Johnson
alone has 4,161 and all three have 5,347.
If you are worried about age, think of it
this way: We may be giving up a. few years
with Johnson, but the average age for both
groups of pitchers is 33.
If you’re a little preoccupied thinking
about Boston’s pitching this year, both team s
have an average age of 36 for their starting
pitching.
And amazingly, both rotations have a
total of 487 losses between each other, but
the Yankees take the edge with 122 more
career wins and 0.14 less ERA.
Yankee fans may be a little concerned this
year with the departure of Miguel Cairo, but

the Yankees have upgraded to more durabil
ity and consistency with the addition of Tony
Womack. Womack adds another dimension
to the Yankees’ already talented roster.
His base stealing ability is one major rea
son the Yankees went after him. Last sea
son, Womack stole 26 bases and was caught
only five times. Cairo made only 14 attem pts
and was successful 11 times.
Neither player put many balls out of the
park in ‘04, but Womack had the edge in
average and games played.
Cairo only drove in four more runs, but
don’t forget which players were batting in
front of him last year. W hether leading off or
batting ninth, average is always im portant
and Womack batted .015 higher than Cairo.
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NBA Fantasy Basketball Focus
Chris Webber Not Living up to the Hype in Philly
Rob MacKerchar
S ta ff Writer

The Sacramento Kings’front office is look
ing pretty sm art right about now. Everyone,
from fans to NBA analysts, scoffed at the
trade between the Kings and Sixers th at sent
Chris Webber packing for the E ast Coast and
brought in a couple of no names and an overthe-hill player.
Philadelphia’s record since signing
Webber has been a mediocre 3-4 and Webber
has looked completely out of place. The
Kings, however, have gone 4-2 and gotten
solid production out of the players they’ve
signed. Sacramento is now 38-24 and nearly
a lock for the playoffs; the Sixers are still
struggling to get that eighth seed in a lessthan-impressive Eastern Conference.
The biggest difference between the two
team s was all in planning. The Kings
already knew th at they had enough scoring

in Bibby, Miller, and Stojakovic to pull out
games; Webber ju st demanded too much
money.
The Sixers, however, didn’t think about
how Webber would adjust to Allen Iverson or
the Eastern Conference. Iverson demands
the ball throughout the game, usually shoot
ing about 30 times per contest.
He also likes to drive the lane, sometimes
recklessly to draw the foul; th at won’t work
with Webber posting up, clogging up any
potential space Iverson could utilize. As a
result, Webber has become a jump shooter,
which is probably the weakest part of his
game.
His scoring production is way down, reduc
ing him to an expensive rebounding tool.
Philadelphia only gave Webber 28 games to
adjust to a new team and take them into the
playoffs. As of now, they only have 21 games
to get it together and make a run.
Too much pressure has been put on

Webber and as anyone who saw him call that
timeout while playing for Michigan will tell
you, he does not deal well with pressure.
The 76ers have everything in place to
make a ru n and adding Webber won’t hurt
their chances. After all, the team has always
rested on Iverson anyway. The supporting
cast is inconsequential. If Webber can find
his way down to the low block, the Sixers will
have the ideal setup.
There will be a dominant player posting
up, with a legitimate scoring threat to feed
him and sharpshooter Kyle Korver in the
corner, waiting for his man to double down
on Webber and step in to stop Iverson.
In addition to those three, they have
youngster Samuel Dalembert and big man
Marc Jackson to help Webber underneath.
They also have veteran Aaron McKie at
guard to give th e'team an extra shooting
threat. Time is im portant, though, and with
the- addition of Antoine Walker to the Celtics

and the domination of the Miami Heat, it
won’t be an easy road.
In the end, the Kings and the Sixers made
wise decisions. Don’t listen to those people
who say th at the Kings just didn’t need
Webber anymore.
They have all the scoring threats that
they need; their biggest challenge is going
to be finally making it to the Finals instead
of ju st standing at the doorstep. As for
Philadelphia, they may not see any real
rewards until next year.
The focal point of the Sixers will be mak
ing the playoffs and being competitive. The
more time Webber has to play with Iverson,
the better.
If he can find his place and play within
himself, Webber’s productivity will go up and
the team will flourish. If Webber can’t do so,
we may see one of the greatest collapses of a
superstar in recent history and the redemp
tion of the Sacramento Kings.

Tracy McGrady Beginning to Adopt the Team Philosophy
Karan Narwal
S ta ff Writer

Same time a year ago, Tracy McGrady
and the Orlando Magic had one of the worst
records of the season and McGrady showed
signs of wanting to be out of Orlando. Grant
Hill still wasn’t back and this was one of the
reasons he felt this way. Then he came to
Houston with a trade for Steve Francis and
other players.
Now T-Mac and Yao are a force in the
west, making him my pick for this week.
McGrady is averaging 25.6 pts, 6.2 rebounds,
and 6.0 assists. It’s not his best season in
scoring' but the man is pretty consistent and
has been healthy all season long.
T-Mac has been stepping it up and mak
ing his team m ates play more consistent as

well. Drawing defenders is what he does very
well. Yao has go.ne up in points and assists
and has become the player he was sought to
be when he came out of the draft.
But let’s talk about T-Mac. In the pastmonth he has posted 30-point games numer
ous times and has had more efficiency in
crashing the boards and getting more dimes
than a coin star machine.
He posted his season high of 48 points at
Dallas in December and has come close many
times. Don’t forget how he dropped 32 and 10
on Dallas on Sunday. The Rockets are sixth
in the Western Conference with a record of
34-25.
Since we are on the Western Conference,
w hat’s . been happening w ith the
Timberwolves? And can the Nuggets pull it

Points Rebounds A ssists

off or will it be the Lakers?
These three team s are vying for the
final eighth playoff spot since Memphis and
Houston are playing well and consistent with
their seventh and sixth seeds, respectively.
The .Timberwolves don’t have what it
takes because of Denver’s run with George
Karl running.
It comes down to the Lakers and Nuggets
because these two team s are very closely
matched up. The Nuggets are on quite an
impressive seven-game win streak and have
13 home games and nine away games left.
The Lakers, on the other hand, have nine
home games remaining, and 15, yes, 15 away
games where they aren’t too successful.
The Nuggets are playing very consistent
ly together and have signed sharpshooter

Steals Blocks Turnovers

Wesley Person; each player is playing strong.
Marcus Camby has had a strong recent week
with three double-doubles and has earned
player of the week honors in February.
Carmelo Anthony has stepped up his play
and shut down his critics and Andre Miller
has given this team plenty of opportunities
to capitalize and come away with the win.
Nene and Camby have provided solid defense
in the paint.
The Lakers are currently in the driver’s
seat concerning the eighth seed in. the play
offs. .
Kobe hasn’t stepped down from playing
well and Lamar Odom, Caron Butler, Chris
Mihm and Chucky Atkins are putting in
their numbers to help the Lakers get where
they have to go.

Overall Score

Rob’s Pick

Karan Narwal
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This is a fantasy sports game in which both Karan Narwal and Rob MacKerchar pick one NBA player per week based on who they expect to have the best statistics. The only catch is
that once a player is picked by either columnist, that player can no longer be chosen. This game will go throughout the spring sem ester and the stats-are cumulative.

NETS
CONTINUED FROM R 2 0

The Nets need more offensive production
from Rodney Buford, Jacque Vaughn, Ron
Mercer, and Zoran Planinic.
“We [have] the players, we just [have] to
win,” said Robinson with confidence.
Unfortunately, Buford’s time has gone
down since Mercer has come back, but the
outside shooting is down even though the
Nets rank pretty well in the three-point
area.
Travis Best has played like his old self,
backing up Kidd and running the offense
when he has the opportunity. The reason
there are more losses than wins is the
rebounding and the offensive production of
the Nets. The team is shooting 43 percent in

field-goal percentage, making them 27thTin
the league.
Also, what’s hurting the team is giving
up and not scoring any second chance points.
They are last in the league with offensive
rebounds, which results in them getting
fewer shot opportunities.
The New Jersey Nets have what it takes
to make the playoffs, but need to take advan
tage of their home games and experience
along with skilled shooters.
Lawrence Frank is doing the best he can;
the players ju st need to be more aggressive
on the offensive end and capitalize on strong
shooting from the talented Kidd, C arter and
the guys on the bench.

LACROSSE
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CONTINUED FROM R 21

their offense with a crushing victory over
Elizabethtown, 18-7, at Sprague Field on
March 5. With the victory, the Hawks outshot the Blue Jays, 34-21.
The Lady Red Hawks would only trail for
the first 27 minutes of the game, 1-0, and
then never look back as they would hold the
Blue Jays at their mercy. MSU would go on
to score eight goals to Elizabethtown’s three
at halftime.
There-would be no difference in the sec
ond h alf as the Hawks would continue their
domination by adding 10 more goais to the
Blue Jays’ four. MSU scored twice oh five
free-position shots during the game, while
the Elizabethtown went three for 10.
Sophomore attacker B iianna Gillin would
score four goals. Shauna Brocklebank had

two goals and four assists, while sophomore
midfielders Jen Tanis and Ann Daily each
scored twice.
Sophomore goalkeeper K ristin Kuhmann
recorded her second victory of the season
for the Lady Red Hawks, while making five
stops in less than 50 minutes of play. Junior
reliever Jenn Bogin would come in and fin
ished the game with one stop in just over 10
minutes.
“It would be impossible to single out any
one or two players. Both of our wins have
come this season based on the team perform
ing as a whole,” said Gottung.
The next game on the schedule was at
Western Connecticut on Thursday, March 10
but was postponed. Their following game is
against McDaniel in West Palm Beach, Fla.
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Player of The Week

SF•ORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION =.-/gs.3—
What NBA player holds the record for committing the most
personal fouls in a single season? (hint: 1984)

Match ‘Em

M atch the C y Young A w ard w in n e rs to th e ir w in n in g se a so n

1.

) Vida Blue.

a.

) 1969

2.

) Mike MeCormick

b.

) 1989

3.

) La Marr Hoyt

c.

) 1967

4.

) Dean Chance

d.

) 1984

5.

) Mike Marshall

-

e.

Sophomore
Hometown: Shamong, NJ

) 1974

f.) 1990

In

7.) Don Newcombe

g.) 1983

1
i

8.) Willie Hernandez

h.) 1964

6.) Steve Bedrosian

9.) Bob Welch

i.) 1986

10.) Randy Jones

j.) 1956

11.) Mike Scott

k.) 1987

12.) Mark Davis

I.) 1971

; 'i(

LaRocca scord five goals in an 18-7 blowout
victory over Elizabethtown.

Hdridrable Mentions
jPERRICK GODUTO
Sophomore
Hometown; Stanhope, NJ
Goduto placed sixth at the NCAA
National tournament and earned
an All-American honor.

JA M E S K O L E

J u n i o r *,

l^ ih lt d w n : Montclair, NJ

13.) Mike Cuellar

m.) 1976
Kol* netted a hat trick in a‘ loss to
Wesleyan.

M e n 's B a s k e t b a ll
NJAC

-e‘o-z ‘i- i. isjdMSuy

00

Q.
C
D

O

s-et ‘q-2t 1- U. ‘W■

|| W o m e n 's B a s k e t b a ll

Overall

NJAC

Overall

MIKEHALLIGAN
Ramapo
Richard Stockton
TCNJ
Rutgers-Newark

MSU
Rowan
Kean
William Paterson
Rutgers-Camden

13-3
10-6
10-6
9-7

21-4
16-9
17-9
17-9

TCNJ
Richard Stockton
William Paterson

8-8

13-12

8-8
8-8
6-10
0-16

16-10
14-11
' 15-10
2-23

Rowan
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden

MSU

14-2
11-5
10-6

20-5
16-9
14-11

9-7

15-10

9-7
7-9
5-11
5-11
2-14

14-10
15-10
8-17
11-14
7-18

jiu n io 6 f t^ r ' \ *

Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ
f^ fig a n had three hits and two
in a loss to No. 13 Salisbury.

—
This W eek

This W eek

Season's Over

Season's Over

Last Week's Results.
Season's Over

Last Week's Results
Season's Over

Srianna Giltin
Sophomore
Hometown: Cinnaminson, NJ
Gillin tallied four goals in the Red
Hawks' 18-7 defeat of Elizabeth
town on Saturday.

Do The N ets Have a C han ce?

The Red Hawks Burst Out of The G ates
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The Red Hawks’ Unusual Suspects
A Story o f Four Players Who Began as Green Freshmen and Ended as T h e Future of M SU
Jose Ortiz
Sports Editor

Women’s basketball Head Coach
Beth O’Boyle isn’t worried about
a thing. Sure her team had first
round exits in both the NJAC, and
ECAC playoffs, but still, nothing
Could trouble her. In her first sea
son at the helm she took the Red
Hawks to the conference tourna
ment, accomplishing her m ain pre
season goal.
Even better is th at she did it
with a team of freshmen and soph
omores, which means MSU can
expect at least this, and probably
more, for the next three seasons.
The beauty of youth lies in its
unlim ited and unknowable poten
tial. If these girls can get it done
while their ears are still wet and
eyes still green, ju st w ait until
MSU is a team of experienced
seniors, instead of eager freshmen.
“[As] a young team or ju st being
a new coach of a program you have
to build everything, including the
culture of how your team competes
in practice,” O’Boyle said. “You
1»
have to build how you play during
games, and you have to sta rt devel- •
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oping a trusting relationship with
your players.”
(left to right) Jessica Garrabrant, Jessica Horan, Cynthia Warrington and
Six out of 11 of the members
on the teani have received their 81 percent.
in games, but also in practice. She
first taste of college ball this year,
“Jessica stepped into a very dif makes her team m ates better.”
and the Red Hawks have started ficult role and did an excellent job,”
She wasn’t always a starter
four different freshmen, even a t the said O’Boyle. “It is tough to walk for MSU. It wasn’t until the game
same time. Michelle Madej, Jessica into your college career and become against S1JNY Farjningdale where
Horan, Jessica G arrabrant, and the starting point guard. There is she dished out the game-winning
Cynthia W arrington make up the a lot of responsibility th at comes assist to Stephanie Machin with
future of MSU women’s basketball. with being a point guard and rum ju st nine seconds re m a in in g that
ning a team. Jessica developed into she became a fixture in the lineup.
JESSICA HORAN:
a good leader on the floor, and she
“I ju st needed to stay composed
was able to get all of her team m ates and not be overly aggressive,”
People used to say she was too on the. same page,” she said ..
said W arrington. “I need to calm
small to play. Now the.5’3 guard
down.”
is a college starter, and has been CYNTHIA WARRINGTON:
The former eighth grade football
given the job of court general.
running back, despite her wealth
Calling plays, dishing out assists,
If ever there were anything of energy, is one of the team ’s most
and controlling the ebb and flow of th at opposing guards might fear fundamentally sound players. For
the game rests in the hands of the from the Red Hawk women’s bas all players with at least 400 minfirst-year point guard.
ketball, it would be the defense of utes logged this year, W arrington
“It’s hard to come out and lead W arrington.
has surrendered the fewest amount
when you don’t feel like you’ve
She is like the wind in the mid of turnovers with 29.
earned everyone’s respect yet,” dle of a snowstorm, always in your
Horan said. “Everyone is learning face. She may not have led the team m ning jje UAnm »
at the same time. The point guard in steals this season, but there is no
ju st has to learn a little bit fester.” question th at she is the team ’s most
Versatility is Madej’s game. Put
Only G arrabrant played more tenacious defender.
her on a guard, and she’s too strong.
minutes than Horan in 2005, and
“Cynthia did a tremendous job Against a forward, she’s too quick
only W arrington has connected on this year for us. We would put her Madej is the ‘I’ll fit anywhere you
more three-pointers. Horan’s game on the opposing team ’s point guard need me player’ of the Red Hawks.
has helped lead the Red Hawks ju st to cause havoc,” said O’Boyle.
“Michelle is a very talented play
to their 15-12 record this season,
“Cynthia can apply such an er,” said O’Boyle. “She can. defend
but it’s not something th at would intense amount of ball pressure at such a high level on both guards
show up in the box scores. She is without getting beat th at it drives and forwards. Her versatility also
however, the conference leader in opposing players nuts. Cynthia’s comes through on the offensive end.
percentage of free throws, with over defensive abilities not only help us She is a tough cover because she
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Michelle Madej are freshmen on the MSU women’s basketball team.

can score w ith her back to the
basket moves, and attacking the
hoop off the dribble. Something
th at really goes unnoticed about
Madej is her ability to move without
the ball. She makes great cuts to
the basket.”
Madej led the team in field goal
percentage this year, and chipped
in on both the defensive and offen
sive sides of the court. She has not
fouled out of a game all this season,
and has acted as one of their best
scoring options from the bench.
Madej hopes to improve her ball
handling next year, and continue to
be the all-around player.
JESSICA GARRABRANT:

Where would the Red Hawks
have been th is year without
G arrabrant? It would probably be
in the off-season about two weeks
earlier. The freshm an was the
team ’s best rebounder, and was a
player th at really filled in the stat
sheet. If ever there is an ability to
always be at the right place at the
right time, G arrabrant has it.
“Jessica has been an offensive
rebounding machine this year,”
said O’Boyle. “She led our team
with 85 offensive rebounds. Jess is
the type of player who can be really

deceiving. She is about 5’10, which
is a great size for a guard but she is
also quick. The best part of Jess’s
game is her work ethic. She has
always been one of the first players
in the gym, and one of the last to
leave it. That will be her driving
force to becoming a great player at
MSU.”
She’s not the type of player th at
(beats an opponent off the dribble, or
the type to knockdown shots from
all areas of the court. G arrabrant is
an athlete who does all of the little
things well.
Rebounding (8.3 rpg), passing
(2.3 apg), and steals (47) are all
categories in which the freshman
is leading her team. G arrabrant
is looking to improve her outside
shooting game for next season.
The group of freshmen admitted
th at they felt the team could have
pulled out a few more games this
season. But they have resolved to
learn and build from the experience
of some of the games th at got away
from them.
“We are all still learning,” said
Horan. “We have an all new coach
ing staff, and everyone still needs
to learn their roles. In two years
we will have a conference champi
onship, and a definite shot for the
National title.”
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